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ABSTRACT 
 
The present study examined the motivational and performance consequences of 
emotional labor by having participants respond to multiple transactions in a simulated 
banking environment.  Type of acting strategy (surface versus deep) and customer anger 
(high versus low) were manipulated to examine ego depletion and performance over 
time.  Although prior research has examined these independent variables, no research has 
examined the relationships among the variables of interest over time.  Study participants 
were randomly assigned to either one of four experimental groups (surface acting X 
angry customer, surface acting X non-angry customer, deep acting X angry customer, 
deep acting X non-angry customer) to interact with a customer to complete four 
simulated banking transactions, or to one of two offset control groups where they wrote 
about prior work experiences.  After interacting with the customers or writing about an 
experience, participants completed both a self-report and handgrip squeeze measure of 
ego depletion.  Results from the experimental groups revealed a significant three-way 
interaction between measurement occasion, acting method, and customer anger for the 
handgrip measure of ego depletion.  Deep actors interacting with angry customers 
persisted in squeezing the handgrip over the course of the four measurement occasions.  
All other groups released the grip quicker with each occasion.  The handgrip measure of 
ego depletion also significantly predicted transaction times.  A discussion of the results as 
well as limitations and directions for future research are also presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The evolving nature of the US economy over the last several decades has been 
shifting from industrialized manufacturing jobs to a service-oriented economy with a 
much greater focus on customer relations (Hochschild, 1983).  Because of this, 
researchers have begun focusing on this type of work, thereby concentrating on the role 
emotions play in the service industry.  To portray a positive image to customers, 
organizations demand that their employees display positive emotions regardless of 
circumstances.  Arlie Hochschild (1983) was the first researcher to examine this 
emotional regulation and some of the outcomes associated with it.  She called this new 
type of work emotional labor.   
Since emotional labor involves the regulation of emotions, it can be viewed as a 
form of self-regulation.  Self-regulation is the process of controlling one‘s thoughts, 
feelings, and behaviors (Hoyle, 2006).  Furthermore, researchers have shown that 
regulating ones emotions requires the actor (employee) to devote resources, or energy, to 
the task (Muraven, Tice, & Baumeister, 1998).  Baumeister and his colleagues have 
extensively examined the energy-depleting effects of self-regulation.  He calls this 
decrease in resources ego depletion.  Ego depletion in turn leads to performance 
decrements in subsequent tasks (see Baumeister, 2002).  Thus, given that emotional labor 
occurs during the customer/employee interaction, and these interactions occur quite 
frequently, one would expect ego depletion to occur regularly, and a possible outcome of 
depletion to be performance decrements in the employee.  The purpose of the present 
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paper is to examine the relationship between emotional labor and ego depletion and 
subsequent outcomes associated with ego depletion.  The paper is organized into three 
main sections.  First, I will review the current state of the emotional labor literature.  I 
will explore the various conceptualizations, measures, antecedents, and consequences of 
emotional labor.  This will be followed by a section reviewing the literature on ego 
depletion.  Finally, I will present a model integrating emotional labor and ego depletion 
and propose a method to test the model.    
Emotional Labor 
 Over the last 25 years, many emotional labor conceptualizations have emerged.  
Many of the conceptualizations are completely independent of each other (see Ashforth 
& Humphrey, 1993; Diefendorff & Gosserand, 2003; Glomb & Tews, 2004; Grandey, 
2000; Hochschild, 1983; Mann, 1999; Morris & Feldmann, 1996) and could lead to 
contradictory operationalizations, deficient measures, and overall inconclusive results 
(Schwab, 1980).  Therefore, conceptualizations of emotional labor will be the focus for 
the first part of this paper.  Each conceptualization presented in the literature will be 
reviewed and discussed.   
Through her observations at a training center for flight attendants, Hochschild 
(1983) determined that there are two ways to manage emotional displays and that these 
emotional displays follow a set of display rules the organization has set in place (Ekman, 
1973).  The first management strategy, surface acting, is when an employee changes the 
outward expressions s/he is presenting so that s/he may appear more positive.  Surface 
acting occurs when the employee detects a discrepancy between the felt emotion and the 
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emotion to be displayed.  A customer service representative who has just been accosted 
by a disgruntled customer smiles and thanks the customer for his/her business even 
though the employee has strong negative feeling is an example of surface acting.  The 
second strategy is deep acting and involves changing the actual feeling one may have so 
that the employee does not just appear happy, but actually is happy.  Thus, deep acting 
works by eliminating the discrepancy between the felt emotion and the emotion to be 
displayed.  An example of deep acting would be when a flight attendant views a given 
situation from a different perspective and tries to manipulate her feelings to match that 
perspective.  The third strategy which is often used in concert with surface acting and 
deep acting is actually suppressing the true feelings that the employee has at the time.  
Suppressing one‘s true emotions begins as an effortful process in both surface acting and 
deep acting and continues throughout the whole process of surface acting.  Deep acting 
on the other hand allows one to change his/her emotions to match the display rules 
making suppression of undesirable emotions no longer an issue. The customer service 
representative in the above example has to suppress those negative feelings that he/she is 
having towards the irate customer to satisfy the customer and the organization.    
 Hochschild (1983) argues that employees engaged in emotional labor will 
experience negative outcomes such as job stress and burnout.  The mechanism behind 
these outcomes is the gap between the emotions that are displayed and the true emotions 
that are felt.  This emotional dissonance is of primary concern when an employee is 
engaging in surface acting, as this is where the true disconnect should exist.  Not only are 
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employees displaying emotions not truly felt, they are also exerting effort trying to 
regulate emotions both of which may have deleterious effects on the employee.   
 Hochschild operationalized emotional labor by fitting jobs into categories based 
on their emotional labor requirements.  Three criteria were used when categorizing the 
jobs:  the presence of facial contact or voice contact, the requirement for the worker to 
elicit an emotional state in a client, and the amount of control the employer has over the 
employee.  Wharton (1993) pointed out that a fundamental flaw with this 
operationalization lies in the fact that even though surface acting and deep acting are the 
primary mechanisms of emotional labor, the model does not directly incorporate these as 
measurable characteristics.  Instead Hochschild categorized jobs as either having or not 
having emotional labor requirements. 
Expanding upon Hochschild‘s work, Ashforth and Humphrey (1993) were the 
next researchers to examine and conceptualize emotional labor.  They defined emotional 
labor differently from Hochschild, however, as the act of displaying emotions expected of 
the employee, instead of emotional regulation.  Thus, they argued that the behavior 
displayed for customers is the most important aspect of emotional labor and essentially 
constitutes emotional labor.  Ashforth and Humphrey liken emotional labor to impression 
management.  Impression management is the ―conscious or unconscious attempts to 
control the images that are projected in … social interactions‖ (Schlenker, 1980, p. 6).  
Though impression management requires a degree of self-regulation or control the 
ultimate outcome is the image projected or displayed which seemingly fits into Ashforth 
and Humphrey‘s conceptualization of emotional labor. 
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Although not as important to Ashforth and Humphrey, these researchers do 
incorporate aspects of surface acting and deep acting from Hochschild‘s 
conceptualization.  They believe, however, that repetitive engagement in surface acting or 
deep acting leads to these strategies becoming routine.  For example, Van Maanen and 
Kunda (1989) described how amusement park operators displaying of positive emotions 
became so automatic that they became numb to their actual emotions.  Thus, regulation 
strategies of surface acting and deep acting may not be as important as initially thought.  
Furthermore, Ashforth and Humphrey (1993) argue that there are instances when 
employees may not need to engage in any regulation strategy simply because the emotion 
they are to display is the one they actually feel.  For example, a customer service 
representative just arriving to work after having received an unexpected gift would have 
no reason to surface or deep act because s/he is already in a positive state.  Thus, in 
Ashforth and Humphrey‘s model a discrepancy between felt emotions and those to be 
displayed is a predictor of emotional labor. 
 Since Ashforth and Humphrey‘s model focuses on the behavior itself, it is easier 
to acknowledge outcomes of emotional labor, the most important of which is the 
perceived genuineness of the display.  They argue one can measure how well an 
employee is engaging in emotional labor by ascertaining how genuine the emotional 
display is from the customer‘s perspective.  Thus, if the customer does not perceive a 
genuine expression of happiness the employee is engaging in emotional labor for naught. 
 A third conceptualization developed by Morris and Feldman (1996) defines 
emotional labor as ―the effort, planning, and control needed to express organizationally 
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desired emotion during interpersonal transactions‖ (p. 987).   Morris and Feldman differ 
from Ashforth and Humphrey (1993) in their view that regulatory effort is important in 
understanding the emotional labor process.  They argue that all situations involving 
emotional labor (even when the emotion to be displayed is the emotion felt) are effortful.  
Take for example a flight attendant who tends to be overly obnoxious when in a positive 
mood.  This flight attendant must still regulate his/her emotional display so that his/her 
over-exuberance still meets the display rules in place.  Morris and Feldman also argue 
that situations where the emotion to be displayed is similar to the felt emotion, such as 
the example above, will require less effort than one where the mismatch is greater.  
Finally, Morris and Feldman believe that deep acting is more effortful than surface acting 
because one must actively call-up images, or cognitively reappraise the situation to help 
him/her display the appropriate emotion.  Thus, one would expect deep acting to be 
associated with more negative outcomes. 
 Morris and Feldman (1996) take an interactionist view towards emotional labor.  
Thus, they believe that both felt and displayed emotions are influenced by the social 
environment.  Essentially, they argue that emotions are, to a certain degree, socially 
constructed.  Therefore, outside influences can exert control over the direction of 
emotional experiences and displays as well as enhance or suppress the emotional 
expression (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1995; Hochschild, 1990; Kemper, 1990; Thoits, 
1990).  Morris and Feldman (1996) incorporate these outside influences as four 
dimensions in their conceptualization.   
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The first dimension is the frequency of the emotional display.  The more often an 
employee encounters customers the more that employee is engaging in emotional labor.   
The second dimension proposed is the level of attentiveness to the display rules.  
Morris and Feldman (1996) divide this dimension into two subfactors, duration and 
intensity of the display.  Research done by Sutton and Rafaeli (1988) and Rafaeli (1989) 
showed that convenience store clerks often have very short highly scripted encounters 
with customers implying that the effort required for these interactions is minimal.  This 
also implies that encounters of longer duration will require employees to engage in 
greater amounts of emotional labor.    
Intensity measures the strength or magnitude with which an emotion is displayed.  
Morris and Feldman (1996) argue that intensity is very difficult to fake.  Thus, jobs that 
require intense emotional displays also require the employee to deep act more often. This 
in turn means that certain jobs requiring intense displays are more effortful.  Rafaeli‘s 
(1989) observational study showed short scripted emotional displays were not as intense 
as longer displays therefore adding additional evidence that surface acting is less 
effortful. 
Since emotional displays in organizations have been classified as positive, neutral, 
or negative (Wharton & Erickson, 1993), variability in emotional display rules is the third 
dimension discussed by Morris and Feldman (1996).  Here again the highly scripted 
nature of the encounters in Rafaeli‘s work (Rafaeli, 1989; Sutton & Rafaeli, 1988) with 
convenience store clerks would indicate surface acting is less effortful because very little 
variability would be found in highly scripted encounters.  As another example, professors 
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may be required to display positive emotions to encourage and build up students, 
negative emotions to discipline, and neutral emotions to maintain fairness and 
professionalism (Morris & Feldman, 1996).  Thus, one would expect professors to 
engage in high amounts of emotional labor because they must display a wide range of 
emotions on the job. 
The fourth dimension of emotional labor encompasses emotional dissonance.  
Morris and Feldman view emotional dissonance not as an outcome as past researchers 
have (see Adelmann, 1989), but as a dimension itself.  They argue that overcoming 
mismatches in felt emotions and organizational display rules are much more laborious 
than when one is displaying the emotions truly felt.   
In yet another conceptualization, emotional labor is defined as ―the state that 
exists when there is a discrepancy between the emotional demeanour that an individual 
displays because it is considered appropriate, and the emotions that are genuinely felt but 
that would be inappropriate to display‖ (Mann, 1999, p. 353).  Mann‘s definition 
encompasses two dimensions outlined by other researchers.  She argues that emotional 
labor consists of an internal state, emotional dissonance, where the emotion to be 
displayed does not match the emotion that is felt.  She also argues that ―it is not enough 
just to feel dissonant‖ (p. 353), but that a behavioral display must be the end result.  She 
further adds that display rules may be formal expectations set in place by the organization 
or an internal expectation by the laborer to display the appropriate emotion (Mann, 1999). 
A fifth conceptualization of emotional labor is presented in a theoretical paper by 
Grandey (2000).  She defined emotional labor as ―the process of regulating both feelings 
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and expressions for the organizational goals‖ (p. 97).  Thus, this conceptualization 
focuses on the two processes that underlie emotional labor: surface acting and deep 
acting.  Grandey argues that conceptualizing emotional labor as surface acting and deep 
acting allows one to explain both positive and negative outcomes.  The outcomes can 
then be used as criteria for training individuals to engage in either surface acting or deep 
acting.   
 Grandey (2000) questioned how employees engage in either surface acting or 
deep acting and looked to the emotion regulation literature to develop a theoretical 
model.  According to Gross (1998), emotions can be regulated at one of two points.  
Antecedent focused regulation is the first option that employees have to regulate their 
emotions.  They can do this by either thinking about events in their life that call up the 
emotion that they need or by cognitively reappraising the situation.  For example, a 
waitress who enjoys operas whistles arias while serving customers so that she displays 
positive emotions.  A person cognitively reappraising a situation might think of adults as 
children so that s/he does not become angry with childish behaviors portrayed by the 
adult customers (Grandey, 2000).  Thus, deep acting seems to be a very adaptive 
mechanism for handling emotional dissonance. 
 Emotions can also be regulated while responding to a given situation.  This type 
of regulation corresponds to surface acting.  Customer service representatives that 
respond to customer complaints may fake empathy or smile at each and every customer 
regardless of the mood they are actually in (Grandey, 2000).  This implies that surface 
acting never actually resolves the discrepancy between felt emotions and emotions being 
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displayed.  Thus, surface acting seems to be a maladaptive mechanism that could be more 
effortful than deep acting. 
 In a sixth definition, Glomb and Tews (2004) focus their conceptualization on the 
display of appropriate emotions which may or may not be felt and the non-display of 
inappropriate emotions that again may or may not be felt.  All of this occurs while 
conforming to the display rules of the organization. 
 They argue that their conceptualization conforms to that of Ashforth and 
Humphrey (1993) and extends it by taking into account the underlying emotion felt.  
Glomb and Tews argue that emotional labor can occur when displaying the emotion that 
is truly felt and that including this makes their conceptualization more comprehensive.  
Furthermore, they distinguish between positive and negative emotional states.  Research 
on antecedents and consequences of these disparate states show differences occur 
between them (Carver, 2001; Tellegen, Watson, & Clark, 1999; Watson, Weise, Vaidya, 
& Tellegen, 1999). 
 To this point emotional labor has been conceptualized in 6 different ways.  After 
examining all of these conceptualizations three distinct aspects emerge.  These three 
aspects are: internal states, internal processes, and external behaviors.  Internal states are 
first comprised of actual felt emotions (Glomb & Tews, 2004).  This felt emotion acts a 
reference to which the emotion to be displayed is compared.  Sometimes the emotion to 
be displayed matches the felt emotion, but oftentimes it does not.  When an employee 
encounters a display rule that does not match the felt emotion the internal state now 
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represents the discrepancy between the felt emotion and the emotion to be displayed.  
When a discrepancy is present internal processes take over to reduce the discrepancy.   
 The internal processes are comprised of surface acting, deep acting, and 
suppression of inappropriate emotions.  Some researchers argue that emotional labor can 
take place even when a discrepancy does not exist (Morris & Feldman, 1996).  Most 
researchers, however, posit that all three tactics are effortful emotional regulation 
strategies that employees use to rectify the discrepancy between felt emotions and the 
emotions to be displayed (Hochschild, 1983; Grandey, 2000; Mann, 1999).  Thus, it 
seems that if no discrepancy exists, no emotional labor takes place.  Surface acting is 
accomplished by faking emotional displays.  Deep acting is accomplished by either 
cognitive reappraisal or attentional deployment, that is, thinking of events that elicit the 
emotion to be displayed (Grandey, 2000).  Unfortunately, there is no clear consensus 
among these conceptualizations regarding which emotion regulation strategy is the best.  
Morris and Feldman (1996) seemed to argue that deep acting is more effortful while 
Grandey (2000) implied that surface is more maladaptive because emotional dissonance 
is never resolved.  Identifying consequences of each strategy may help clarify which 
strategy is best.  Consequences of emotional labor will be discussed in detail later in this 
paper.  Finally, external behaviors are the displays of appropriate emotions (Ashforth & 
Humphrey, 1993).  Internal states, internal processes, and external behaviors are three 
aspects involved in self-regulation theory as proposed by Carver and Scheier (1998).  
Thus, emotional labor could and should be conceptualized using this framework.  Indeed, 
some researchers have adopted this approach.  
12 
 
In the final conceptualization reviewed in this paper, Diefendorff and Gosserand 
(2003) apply a control theory perspective when conceptualizing emotional labor.  Since 
emotional labor involves the regulation of emotions (Grandey, 2000), Diefendorff and 
Gosserand argue that control theory is one model that could be used to understand the 
emotional labor process.  Control theory is centered around a negative feedback loop with 
an input function, a standard, a comparator and an output function (Carver & Scheier, 
1998).  Information from the environment enters the loop at the input function.  This 
information is then compared against some standard in the comparator.  Discrepancies 
between standard and current state derived from the input are reduced by activating the 
output function which seeks to align the input with the standard until no further 
discrepancies are detected (Miller, Galanter, & Pribram, 1960).   
 Diefendorff and Gosserand argue that display rules serve as the standard by which 
emotional displays are compared against.  Self-perceptions of the emotional display serve 
as the input into the loop and are compared against the display rule in the comparator.  If 
a discrepancy exists between the displayed emotion and the standard, two different 
approaches can be taken to reduce this discrepancy.  The first approach is to change the 
behavior.  This might include smiling, changing voice tone, changing other facial 
expression etc.  The second method is to change the standard.  This method clearly would 
be frowned upon by the organization as it set the standard in the first place.   
 In summary, emotional labor has been conceptualized in many different ways.  
However, three clear aspects (internal states, internal processes, and external behaviors) 
emerge from all of these conceptualizations.  Diefendorff and Gosserand (2003) combine 
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each of these aspects into a control theory-based conceptualization.  The present paper 
uses Diefendorff and Gosserand‘s conceptualization as a framework to define emotional 
labor.   
Measuring Emotional Labor 
 Multiple conceptualizations of emotional labor have also led to multiple ways of 
measuring the construct as well.  Methods and instruments used to measure emotional 
labor will be discussed in this section of the paper. 
 Prior to 1998 emotional labor was measured using a one dimensional measure of 
frequency or the number of customer interactions (Wharton, 1993).  Brotheridge and Lee 
(2003) were the first researchers to develop a multi-dimensional measure of emotional 
labor.  They developed a 15 item measure with 6 latent factors.  The six factors measured 
were frequency (Display specific emotions required by your job; 1= Never, 5 = Always), 
intensity (Express intense emotions; 1 = Never, 5 = Always) and variety of emotional 
display (Display many different kinds of emotions; 1 = Never, 5 = Always), duration of 
the interaction (A typical interaction I have with a customer takes about ___ minutes), 
and surface (Resist expressing my true emotions; 1= Never, 5 = Always) and deep acting 
(Try to actually experience the emotion I must show; 1= Never, 5 = Always).  They 
conducted a confirmatory factor analysis which supported the hypothesized six factor 
model.  Evidence of convergent validity was demonstrated for the surface acting and 
deep acting factors by correlating them with Best, Downey, and Jones‘s (1998) 
Emotional Work Requirements Scale (EWRS).  The EWRS is composed of two 
subscales, one measuring the extent to which workers must suppress their feelings on the 
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job and the other to demonstrate sympathy, provide reassurance, and control one‘s 
emotional displays.   Furthermore, both dimensions of Watson, Clark, and Tellegen‘s 
(1988) PANAS scale were positively correlated surface acting.  All correlations were 
moderate in size and Brotheridge and Lee (1998) argued this demonstrates both 
convergent and discriminant validity.  
 Another instrument measuring surface acting and deep acting was developed by 
Grandey (2003).  The instrument includes eight items with separate scales for surface 
acting (Put on an act in order to deal with customers in an appropriate way; 1 = Never, 5 
= Always) and deep acting (Work hard to feel the emotions I must show to others; 1= 
Never, 5 = Always).  Confirmatory factor analysis revealed a good fit with the data.  The 
items were developed to measure the work required to change feeling, not the feelings 
themselves.  Also in this paper, Grandey developed a three item measure of employees‘ 
perceptions that their job required displaying positive emotions (Part of my job is to make 
customers feel good; 1 = disagree, 5 = agree).  The scale had a Cronbach‘s alpha of .75 
for her sample (Grandey, 2003).   
  A more recent scale development was undertaken by Glomb and Tews (2004).  
They argue that emotions are much more than just positive and negative moods or affect 
and consequently developed a scale that was comprised of 14 discrete emotions 
representative of the six emotion families (love, joy, anger, sadness, fear, and hate).  They 
named their scale the Discrete Emotions Emotional Labor Scale (DEELS).  The scale is 
comprised of three subscales measuring genuine expression (How often do you genuinely 
express [enthusiasm] when you feel that way), faking (How often do you express feelings 
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of [enthusiasm] on the job when you really don‘t feel that way), and suppression (How 
often do you keep [enthusiasm] to yourself when you really feel that way).   Each 
subscale was comprised of questions that asked participants to rate how often they 
expressed each of the 14 discrete emotions.  Responses were anchored by ―I never 
‗genuinely‘ express this‖ (1) to ―I ‗genuinely‘ express this many times a day‖ (5).  
Confirmatory factor analysis revealed a six factor model fit the data well.  Positive and 
negative emotions each loaded separately onto the three subscales.  Convergent and 
discriminant validity were measured by correlating the DEELS with other measures of 
emotional labor.  A moderate positive correlation was observed between the DEELS and 
the surface acting scale developed by Brotheridge and Lee (1998).  These correlations 
provide evidence for convergent validity.  Discriminant validity was assessed by 
correlating the DEELS with Morris & Feldman‘s (1996) duration dimension.  A non-
significant correlation of .14 was observed providing evidence for discriminant validity.   
In summary, several measures of emotional labor are presently being used by 
researchers.  Validated measures of emotional labor range from assessing which acting 
method the employee uses to measures of discreet emotional displays. 
Antecedents and Consequences of Emotional Labor 
 Researchers have been very interested in identifying precursors and outcomes of 
emotional labor.  Numerous studies have been conducted examining both the antecedents 
and consequences of emotional labor (see Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993; Brotheridge & 
Lee, 2002; Diefendorff & Richard, 2003; Diefendorff, Croyle, & Gosserand, 2005; 
Grandey, 2000; Grandey, Fisk, Mattila, Jansen, & Sideman, 2005; Morris & Feldman, 
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1996).  Numerous dispositional and situational antecedents have been identified as well 
as a myriad of outcomes all of which are discussed below. 
Antecedents 
 There are both situational and dispositional antecedents of emotional labor.  
Situational antecedents are derived from customer interactions and expectations of the 
organization (Grandey, 2000).  Several customer interaction variables can affect the level 
of emotional labor employees engage in.  Morris and Feldman (1996) found that 
frequency of customer interactions, the duration of the interaction, intensity of emotions 
felt during the interaction and the variety of displays a service employee must use are part 
of emotional labor.  Furthermore, certain job types are associated with emotional labor 
demands increasing the level of any of the four characteristics listed above (Hochschild, 
1983).  For instance, Brotheridge and Grandey (2002) found that yard laborers engaged 
in very low levels of emotional labor because they had very little contact with customers.  
On the other hand, they found that human service workers had very high contact with 
clients and consequently experienced much higher levels of emotional labor. 
 Another situational variable associated with emotional labor is verbal abuse 
directed toward the employee from customers (Grandey, Dickter, & Sin, 2004).  A recent 
study conducted by Grandey, Kern, and Frone (2007) found that customer verbal abuse 
had a significant positive correlation with emotional labor demands.  These researchers 
obtained archival data from the National Survey of Workplace Health and Safety Study.  
Participants from a wide range of jobs responded to items measuring customer verbal 
abuse among many other variables studied.  The researchers then coded the amount of 
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emotional labor demands by examining job descriptions on O*net.  Emotional labor 
demands of the job were coded as not important (1) to extremely important (5).  Finally, 
emotional labor demands were regressed on customer verbal abuse such that higher levels 
of abuse were associated with jobs requiring more emotional labor demands. 
 Another construct, similar to customer hostility, associated with emotional labor 
is customer interactional justice (Rupp & Spencer, 2006).  Interactional justice refers to 
the perceived fairness of interpersonal interactions (Bies, 2001; Bies & Moag, 1986).  
Rupp and Spencer (2006) argued that interactional injustice differs from hostility in two 
ways.  First, interactional injustice refers to undeserved negative comments directed at 
the employee by the customer (see Bies, 2001).  Hostility, on the other hand, is the 
manner in which comments are made (Grandey et al., 2004).  Furthermore, customer 
hostility may be considered justified in certain situations (e.g. employee makes a rude 
comment to a customer) whereas interaction injustice is always considered undeserved 
(Bies, 2001).  Thus, Rupp and Spencer (2006) hypothesized that perceptions of lower 
interactional justice would be related to higher levels of emotional labor and that anger 
would be one mechanism customers use to instigate the justice perceptions.  Results 
indicated a significant moderate (-.35) negative correlation exists between interactional 
justice and emotional labor.  The researchers also discovered that anger partially 
mediated the relationship between interactional justice and emotional labor. 
The other dimension of situational antecedents proposed by researchers is 
expectations of the organization.  These expectations center around the display rules set 
by the organization.  For example, several researchers have found positive correlations 
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between perceptions of display rules and surface acting and deep acting (see Brotheridge 
& Grandey, 2002; Brotheridge & Lee, 2003; Diefendorff et al., 2005).  Furthermore, 
Gosserand (2003) found a significant correlation between commitment to displaying 
positive emotions and deep acting.  She also found that employees who perceive high 
demands to hide negative emotions and were highly committed to the display rules were 
more likely to deep act.  Finally, Diefendorff and Richard (2003) examined both 
employee and supervisor perceptions of display rules.  They hypothesized that 
supervisors‘ perception of display rules to accentuate positive emotions and suppress 
negative emotions would predict employees‘ perceptions of the same display rules.   
Their results indicated that supervisors‘ perceptions of display rules to suppress negative 
emotions accounted for unique variance in employees‘ perceptions of the same display 
rules.  That is, there was a positive correlation between supervisors and employees 
perceptions of display rules for suppressing negative emotions.  There was no 
relationship between supervisors‘ and employees‘ perceptions of display rules to 
accentuate positive emotions.   
 Dispositional antecedents to emotional labor have also been examined 
(Diefendorff, Croyle, & Gosserand, 2005).  Personality variables such as negative 
affectivity (NA) and positive affectivity (PA) have been entered as predictors of surface 
acting and deep acting.  Results are somewhat mixed as to the relationship NA and PA 
have with surface acting and deep acting.  NA appears to be related to surface acting and 
unrelated to deep acting (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Brotheridge & Lee, 2003; 
Gosserand, 2003).  Gosserand (2003) found that PA was negatively related to surface 
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acting and positively related to deep acting.  Brotheridge and Grandey (2002) and 
Brotheridge & Lee (2003) found a negative relationship between PA and surface acting 
but no relationship between PA and deep acting.   
 Diefendorff, Croyle, and Gosserand (2005) examined the big five personality 
factors (extraversion, neuroticism, openness to experience, conscientiousness, and 
agreeableness), and found that surface acting was negatively related to extraversion, 
conscientiousness, and agreeableness.  Surface acting was found to be positively related 
to neuroticism.  Deep acting was found to be positively related to extraversion, 
conscientiousness, and agreeableness.  Deep acting was negatively related to neuroticism.  
They also examined the relationship with emotional expressivity, or the extent to which 
people outwardly display emotion.  They found emotional expressivity was negatively 
related to surface acting and was positively related to deep acting.  
 Another antecedent that has been proposed by researchers is the role of identity in 
the workplace.  Employees who derive a sense of self from their employment will feel 
most authentic when conforming to the expectations of the workplace.  Thus, gaining a 
sense of identity from a customer service oriented job may serve to buffer one from the 
negative aspects of emotional labor (Ashforth & Humphrey, 1993). 
Consequences 
 Like antecedents to emotional labor, two main dimensions of consequences have 
been proposed for emotional labor.  Grandey (2000) proposes a stress and well being 
dimension and a work behavior dimension.  In her theoretical piece, Grandey (2000) 
proposes that burnout and lower job satisfaction are outcomes associated with the stress 
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and well-being dimension.  Maslach and  Jackson (1986) identified three distinct states 
that make up burnout.  They are emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and diminished 
personal accomplishment.  Emotional exhaustion has been shown to have a positive 
relationship with surface acting, and with suppressing negative emotions (Brotheridge & 
Grandey, 2002).  Furthermore, researchers have shown that depersonalization has a 
positive relationship with surface acting and suppressing negative emotions. Personal 
accomplishment has been shown to have a positive relationship with frequency of 
interactions, intensity of expression, variety of expression, duration of interactions, 
displaying positive emotions, and deep acting.  Depersonalization has also been shown to 
have a negative relationship with surface acting (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002).  These 
results indicate that higher levels of emotional labor assessed through surface acting, not 
deep acting are associated with higher levels of psychological strain.  Does emotional 
labor have an effect on physical health as well? 
 There appears to be a positive relationship between various aspects of emotional 
labor and physical symptoms (Schaubroeck & Jones, 2000; Morris & Feldman, 1997).  
Schaubroeck and Jones (2000) found a positive relationship between perceptions of strict 
display rules (must show positive emotions and suppress negative emotions) and physical 
symptoms.  Their findings suggest that when one perceives the requirement to display 
positive emotions and suppress negative emotions overall physical health deteriorates.   
 The second outcome dimension of emotional labor focuses on work outcomes 
(Grandey, 2000).  Customer service performance is one outcome measure of emotional 
labor.  Ashforth and Humphrey (1993) argued that for emotional labor to actually occur, 
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the employee must do a good job at convincing the customer that the employee is in a 
good mood.  Gosserand (2003) found no significant relationship between supervisor 
ratings of customer service performance and surface acting or deep acting.  However, 
Totterdell and Holman (2003) used an experience sampling methodology and found a 
significant positive relationship between deep acting and a self-report measure of 
employee performance.  Clearly a major flaw with this study is the use of self-report 
measures of both the predictor and criterion variables.  This is especially true with the 
criterion variable, performance, as employees are very likely to have inflated perceptions 
of their performance (Farh & Werbel, 1986). 
 In all, these studies provide a pretty clear picture of the nature of surface acting 
and deep acting.  Generally, surface acting is associated with more negative outcomes 
(Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Morris & Feldman, 1997), while deep acting seems to be 
related to more positive outcomes (Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Totterdell & Holman, 
2003).  Thus, surface acting appears to be more maladaptive than deep acting. 
 In summary, emotional labor is predicted by numerous variables and is associated 
with many outcomes as well.  Predictors of emotional labor are either situational or 
dispositional in nature.  Situational antecedents include organizationally defined display 
rules and customer interaction variables such as hostility and interactional justice.  
Dispositional antecedents of emotional labor include: PA, NA, extraversion, 
conscientiousness, and neuroticism.  Outcomes associated with emotional labor include 
psychological symptoms of emotional exhaustion and burnout as well as somatic 
symptoms often associated with stress.  Finally, research shows conflicting evidence for 
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emotional labor‘s role in predicting performance.  Some research indicates that deep 
acting is associated with higher levels of self-reported performance while surface acting 
is unrelated. 
Ego Depletion 
One characteristic that sets human beings apart from other species is the ability to 
adapt quickly to changes in the environment by regulating responses to various stimuli.  
By controlling their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors, humans are able to override 
seemingly innate responses to stimuli such as love, anger, hunger, etc.  (Baumeister, 
2002).  For example, two friends (person A and person B) stop at a restaurant to get 
something to eat.  Both friends are very hungry. However, they only have enough money 
to purchase one meal.  Since they are relatively close to home, person A agrees to wait 
until they get home to eat.  Person B gets his/her food and both friends sit down to 
together.  The food smells delicious and clearly person B is enjoying the food.  During 
the meal, person B excuses himself/herself from the table to take a very important private 
phone call.  Person A, still very hungry, is left sitting across from a plate of very 
appetizing food and can barely control himself from stealing a bite or two.  Luckily 
person B returns quickly, finishes, and both friends continue home where person A is 
able to prepare and eat a meal.  This contrived situation shows the ability humans have to 
resist an innate response to fulfill a basic need for survival.  In this example, person A 
engaged in self-control, a form of self-regulation (Baumeister, 2002). 
Baumeister (2002) defined self-regulation as ―the capacity to alter or override 
one‘s responses, including thoughts, emotions, and actions‖ (p. 129).  Self-regulation is a 
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complex process, as evidenced by several models that explain the process (see Carver & 
Scheier, 1998; Higgins, 1987, 1996; Mischel, 1996; Muraven & Baumeister, 2000; Trope 
& Liberman, 2000, 2003).  The present paper focuses on one model of self-regulation - 
ego depletion. 
In the example described above, person A was able to resist the temptation to 
steal his/her friend‘s food by engaging in self-regulation.  Although the result of self-
regulation was seemingly benign for person A (S/he did not get food desired, but also did 
not anger his/her friend by stealing the food which could have resulted in a lost friend or 
possibly a punch to the jaw!), research conducted by Baumeister indicates that the self-
regulation in which person A engaged was in fact, costly.  Baumeister and colleagues 
argue that acts of self-regulation consume resources from a common pool of energy or 
strength.  Reductions in these resources then limit future acts of self-regulation (see 
Muraven & Baumeister, 2000, for a review).  Baumeister calls this reduction in resources 
ego depletion. 
Over the past 10 years several researchers, including Baumeister, have tested the 
concept of ego-depletion (Baumeister, 2002, for a review).  Other researchers have put 
forth competing models (see Pashkevich, 2005).  In addition to establishing the validity 
of ego depletion, researchers have sought to identify antecedents, consequences, and 
moderators of ego depletion (see Martijn, Tenbült, Merckelbach, Dreezens, & de Vries, 
2002; Webb & Sheeran, 2003; Yao, 2005).   In the following paragraphs I will review the 
literature on ego depletion and will specifically examine the validity of ego depletion, as 
well as predictors and outcomes of ego depletion. 
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Muraven, Tice, and Baumeister (1998) first proposed that self-regulation draws 
on a limited amount of regulatory resources.  They likened this resource pool to a muscle 
that becomes fatigued with use and argue that as fatigue sets in, one‘s ability to self-
regulate becomes diminished, and like a muscle, requires a period of recovery after the 
exertion.  Furthermore, this pool is common to all self-regulatory patterns—even those 
that guide physical activities. Thus, they hypothesized that acts of self-regulation would 
inhibit future acts of self-regulation, even in different contexts and domains. 
In addition to establishing their model, Muraven, et al (1998) wanted to test 
competing models to determine which model best predicted consecutive acts of self-
regulation.  They proposed three competing models.  The first model conceptualized self-
regulation as a master schema that provides the necessary information one needs for self-
regulation.  Muraven et al. argued that if this model holds true, one act of self-regulation 
might have a priming effect.  This priming effect should lead to better self-regulation on 
subsequent tasks (Higgins, King, & Maven, 1982).  Another competing model they 
established was that self-regulation is a learned skill.  In general, skills are gradually 
mastered with practice, but essentially remain constant over consecutive trials.  Thus, 
under this model, one act of self-regulation would have no effect on future acts of self-
regulation.  The final model proposed indicated that self-regulation ―is a limited, but 
constant capacity‖ (Muraven et al., 1998, p. 776).  In this model, simultaneous acts of 
self-regulation would inhibit each other, but resources would be available for a new act 
when the first is done.  Thus, this model identified no long-term effects of self-regulation; 
only concurrent acts of self-regulation would be affected. 
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In order to test all four proposed models, Muraven et al., conducted a series of 
experiments.  In the first study participants were randomly assigned to three groups.  
Each of the three groups then viewed a film clip which depicted a sorrowful storyline.  
One group was given no regulatory instructions and served as the control group.  The 
second group was told to ―really get into the movie‖ (Muraven et al., 1998, p. 777) and to 
experience as much emotion as possible.  The third group was told to reduce all 
emotional expression as much as possible during the movie.  After viewing the clip, 
participants were told to squeeze a handgrip for as long as possible.  Results from this 
study revealed that both emotional regulation groups released the handgrip significantly 
faster than the control group.  Thus, both positive and negative emotional regulation led 
to performance decrements in an unrelated physical task. 
While the first study tested emotional regulation, Muraven et al. (1998) tested a 
different form of self-regulation in the second study – thought suppression.  In this study, 
the researchers randomly assigned participants to two groups.  Participants in the 
experimental group were instructed to suppress thoughts of a white bear while writing 
down everything that came to mind (see Wegner, Schneider, Carter & White, 1987).  
Participants in the control condition were told to write whatever came to mind.  After six 
minutes, participants took part in an unsolvable anagram task.  Participants in the 
experimental condition gave up significantly faster than participants in the control group. 
These findings indicate that acts of self-regulation also affect subsequent cognitively 
based self-regulation acts.  In yet another thought suppression experiment, participants in 
the experimental group were subsequently unable to suppress smiling and laughing 
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during a humorous film clip.  In the final study participants were asked to write 
autobiographical stories about situations in which they were able to control their 
emotions and about other situations in which they lost control of their emotions.  The 
researchers hypothesized that participants would report feeling more tired after 
completing stories about situations in which they lost control.  Participants rated writing 
about situations in which they lost control significantly more effortful than writing about 
situations in which they were able to maintain control.   
Based on the results of these four studies, the authors concluded that self-
regulation does in fact act like a muscle under fatigue.  That is, one act of self-regulation 
leads to decrements in subsequent self-regulatory tasks.  Furthermore, acts of self-
regulation in one domain can affect acts of self-regulation in other domains.  Therefore, 
acts of self-regulation seem to fit the strength model proposed by Muraven et al. (1998) 
better than the schema, skill, and constant capacity models also proposed. 
In another set of experiments, Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, and Tice (1998) 
provide additional evidence for ego depletion.  In one study hungry participants (all 
participants had skipped a meal prior to the experiment) were randomly assigned to three 
groups.  Participants in the experimental condition were placed in a room that smelled of 
chocolate chip cookies and were seated around a table that had a plate of cookies and 
chocolates and a bowl of radishes.  Participants in this group were instructed to only eat 
the radishes.  The other two groups served as controls.  One control group was placed in a 
room with cookies and was told they could eat the cookies.  The other group was in a 
room removed from the sights and smells of cookies.  After five minutes all participants 
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took part in an unsolvable anagram task.  Participants in the experimental condition gave 
up significantly faster than either control group.  This study provided additional evidence 
that acts of self-regulation draw on a common set of self-regulatory resources, therefore 
limiting resources for future self-regulatory tasks. 
To this point, research on ego depletion has focused on acts of self-regulation 
affecting subsequent acts of self-regulation.  Researchers have questioned whether other 
cognitive tasks may be affected by ego depletion.  Indeed, Schmeichel, Vohs, and 
Baumeister (2003) examined the role of ego depletion in information processing.  They 
hypothesized that complex cognitive tasks such as problem solving draw on the same 
resources that acts of self-regulation draw on.  Through a series of experiments, 
Schmeichel et al. were able to show that participants in a state of ego depletion did 
significantly worse on tasks requiring complex cognitive processing.  They provided 
initial evidence that the self has a limited pool of resources for a wider range of tasks than 
just self-regulation. 
Clearly, Baumeister and his colleagues have provided evidence for ego depletion.  
One of the next steps researchers undertook was identifying predictors of ego depletion.  
Indeed, Muraven, Baumeister, and Tice (1999) found that practicing self-regulatory tasks 
decreased ego depletion in participants.  Other researchers have explored moderators of 
ego depletion.  Martijn, Tenbült, Merckelbach, Dreezens, and de Vries (2002) found that 
by manipulating one‘s schema about the effects of self-regulation they could decrease 
ego depletion.  These researchers randomly assigned participants to three groups (a 
control group and two experimental groups).  Both experimental groups viewed a film 
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clip intended to evoke an emotional response.  Both groups were asked to limit their 
emotional responses to the clip.  The first experimental group then completed a handgrip 
task.  The second experimental group (expectancy group) was told that oftentimes people 
have a misconception about the effort involved in viewing emotional films.  They were 
also told that recent research found that viewing such films may in fact make people 
perform better on subsequent tasks.  The participants then took part in the same handgrip 
task.  The researchers found that participants in the expectancy group actually improved 
their performance from the baseline on the handgrip exercise.  The first experimental 
group provided additional evidence for ego depletion.  Thus, by activating and 
manipulating one‘s schema for control related tasks, these researchers were able to 
eliminate the resource reducing effects of self-regulation. 
 Yet another construct said to reduce ego depletion is implementation intentions 
(Webb & Sheeran, 2003).  Implementation intentions refer the process of achieving 
goals.  Implementation intentions take the form of if/then statements such that when one 
encounters a given situation (if) s/he initiates a set response to that situation (then).  In 
doing so, s/he reduces the need for cognitive control over the self because the response is 
automatic (Gollwitzer, 1996, 1999).   
 Webb and Sheeran (2003) tested the effect of implementation intentions on ego 
depletion.  They randomly assigned participants to three groups (control group, ego 
depletion group, and implementation intentions group).  All participants were given the 
Stroop task.  Participants in the ego depletion group were asked to identify the color of 
the word as quickly as possible.  Participants in the implementation intentions group were 
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also asked to say the color as quickly as possible, but were told to neglect the meaning of 
the word and to focus on the second letter of the word.  Finally, participants in the control 
group were asked to read the word.  After completing the Stroop task, participants were 
asked to complete an unsolvable geometric task.  Results of the study showed participants 
in the implementation intentions and control conditions persisted significantly longer on 
the unsolvable geometric task than participants in the ego depletion condition.  Thus, by 
eliminating the need for cognitive control in the Stroop task participants were able to 
overcome ego depletion. 
 The two studies just described call into question just how much self-regulation 
depletes one‘s self-regulatory resources.  Baumeister (2002) argued that one could view 
ego depletion as being the complete exhaustion of self-regulatory resources, or that ego 
depletion occurs when one is trying to conserve resources.  Evidence suggests that ego 
depletion is not exhaustive, rather it acts to conserve resources.  Muraven (1998) found 
that when participants initially engaged in a self-regulatory task were offered great sums 
of money they had better performance on subsequent self-regulatory tasks.  In a second 
study, Muraven (1998) told participants who had just engaged in a self-regulatory act that 
they would engage in two more acts.  Participants gave up much sooner in the second act 
presumably to save resources for the third act.  Thus, it appears as though the self tries to 
conserve resources for future self-regulation by entering a state of ego depletion. 
 Researchers have been able to show that ego depletion occurs after acts of self-
regulation.  Until recently, however, nobody has provided a mechanism explaining how 
and why ego depletion occurs.  Indeed, only one study was found explaining how ego 
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depletion occurs (Gailliot, Baumeister, DeWall, Maner, Plant, Tice, Brewer, & 
Schmeichel, 2007).  These researchers found that engaging in acts of self-regulation 
depleted blood-glucose levels.  Glucose is an essential source of energy for the brain 
(Siesjo, 1978).  Thus, one would expect lower levels of glucose in the blood would 
prohibit future acts of self-regulation.  Indeed, Gailliot et al. found that participants with 
low blood-glucose levels performed significantly worse on self-regulation tasks.  These 
findings provide physiological evidence of a central source of energy that acts of self-
regulation draw upon. 
 In summary, acts of self-regulation such as emotional regulation lead to a state of 
diminished resources called ego depletion.  People in this state perform significantly 
worse on subsequent self-regulatory tasks.  Furthermore, ego depletion leads people to do 
worse on tasks other than self-regulation.  Specifically, complex cognitive tasks such as 
problem solving were negatively affected by ego depletion.  The effects of self-regulation 
on ego depletion can be mitigated by introducing implementation intentions or by 
providing an expectancy which serves to reduce the perceived effect of self-regulation on 
ego depletion.  Ego depletion seems to act as a way for the self to conserve resources for 
future self-regulatory tasks.  Finally, recent evidence suggests that glucose is indeed the 
energy source required for self-regulation. 
Integration of Emotional Labor and Ego Depletion 
 In examining conceptualizations of emotional labor, three clear aspects emerged 
(internal states, internal processes, and external behavior).  Internal states refer to 
emotional dissonance.  When emotional dissonance is present, internal processes of 
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surface acting, deep acting, and emotional suppression occur.  Finally, results of internal 
processes are manifested in an external emotional display.  The primary focus of the 
present paper is the internal processes (emotional suppression, surface acting and deep 
acting) which are the laborious aspect of emotional labor.  Since each of the processes is 
a form of self-regulation, it seems fitting to conclude that these processes may lead to ego 
depletion. 
 Emotional self-regulation has been examined extensively by Baumeister and 
colleagues as a source of ego depletion (Baumeister et al., 1998; Martijn et al., 2002; 
Muraven et al., 1998).  However, very little research has examined ego depletion in the 
full emotional labor context.  Baumeister and colleagues showed film clips to induce 
emotional regulation.  Showing film clips provides an easy mechanism for inducing 
regulation, but has very little utility in the ―real world‖ where customer service 
representatives are dealing with very real people in very real situations.  Furthermore, 
film clips only provide a single brief instance of emotional regulation.  Most customer 
service representatives must engage in numerous acts of emotional regulation daily.  
Thus, research is needed examining emotional regulation and ego depletion in applied 
settings such as those found in typical emotional labor research. 
To date, only one study was uncovered incorporating ego depletion in a model of 
emotional labor.  Yao (2005), in her dissertation, examined the role of ego depletion in 
emotional labor.  Yao hypothesized that a humorous situation would interact with acting 
method to predict ego depletion.  Yao‘s primary hypothesis was that acting methods 
(surface and deep acting) would lead to a state of ego depletion.  Specifically, she argued 
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that individuals who engage in surface acting would experience more ego depletion than 
individuals who engage in deep acting.  Yao‘s rationale for this hypothesis is compelling 
and is supported by research.  In addition to the acting method hypotheses, Yao also 
hypothesized that a humorous situation would ameliorate the ego depleting effects of 
self-regulation.   
 First, Yao argues that the surface acting requires one to engage in three separate 
acts of self-regulation.  Employees who engage in surface acting must suppress the true 
emotion they are feeling.  They must initiate the emotion they are to display and they 
must constantly battle the dissonance between the felt emotion and the displayed 
emotion.  Deep acting only requires the initiation of the cognitive processes to induce the 
emotion to be displayed. 
 Yao also argues that time or repeated events play a major role in surface acting 
leading to more ego depletion over deep acting.  Since employees engaging in surface 
acting must regulate three different processes, and those processes never result in 
changed emotions, each customer interaction should lead to greater ego depletion.  Deep 
acting on the other hand attempts to change the felt emotion to match the positive 
emotion.  Thus if successful, self-regulation may only occur for a few interactions, 
leading to less ego depletion.   
 Yao supported her arguments by extending existing literature examining the 
relationship between acting method and emotional exhaustion.  Emotional exhaustion 
refers to a chronic lack of emotional resources (Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001).  
This definition is very similar to that of ego depletion and the two constructs are closely 
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related.  Yao argues emotional exhaustion may be a more severe and chronic form of ego 
depletion and that consistently entering a state of ego depletion may lead to emotional 
exhaustion.   
Survey research already presented in this paper supports Yao‘s assertions that 
emotional exhaustion is related to surface acting (see Brotheridge and Lee, 2000; 
Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Gosserand, 2003; Grandey, 2003; Kruml & Geddes, 
2000).  This same logic (ego depletion leads to emotional exhaustion) may show why no 
relationship between deep acting and emotional exhaustion has been found.  The initial 
process of deep acting, cognitive reappraisal or attentional deployment, may start the 
actor down the road toward ego depletion.  However, once the emotion to be displayed is 
felt the actor no longer needs to engage in self-regulation. Thus the actor never reaches a 
state of ego depletion.  Since the actor does not chronically enter a state of ego depletion, 
and consistent prolonged states of ego depletion may lead to emotional exhaustion, deep 
acting shows no relationship with emotional exhaustion. 
Yao tested her hypotheses using a 2 X 2 experimental design with a separate 
control group.  She randomly assigned half of the participants into surface acting and 
deep acting groups.  She then split those groups into a humor and non-humor group 
giving a total of four groups.  Participants in the deep acting group were trained on acting 
methods (both surface and deep acting) and how to engage in deep acting.  Participants in 
the surface acting group were provided no training on acting methods.  Yao assumed that 
the participants in this group would automatically surface act.  Next, the participants were 
provided training on product return procedures.  At the end of the training session, 
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participants squeezed a handgrip.  Both groups then participated in two separate customer 
interactions.  Following the first interaction, half of the participants (the humor group 
embedded in both acting conditions) watched 3 humorous film clips.  After the second 
customer interaction, each participant squeezed the handgrip again.  Finally, a separate 
control group was created using 40 new participants.  These participants first squeezed a 
handgrip and then read three stories of customer/employee interactions.  Next, the 
participants were asked to write 2 stories of interactions they had as either an employee 
or a customer.  Finally, the participants were asked to squeeze the handgrip again. 
 Yao assessed ego depletion using both the handgrip and a modified version of 
Maslach‘s emotional exhaustion subscale.  Yao also examined performance by rating the 
authenticity of the actor.  Results of the study indicate that emotional labor does lead to 
ego depletion.  Furthermore, participants in the deep acting group had lower levels of ego 
depletion as measured by both the handgrip and the self-report measure.  Performance as 
measured by authenticity was unrelated to acting condition.  
 In summary, existing research explicitly linking ego depletion to emotional labor 
is scarce.  Instead, most researchers have opted to study emotional exhaustion as an 
outcome.  Yao (2005) argued that emotional exhaustions may be a more chronic and 
severe form of ego depletion.  Using a modified version of an established emotional 
exhaustion measure as well as a traditional measure of ego depletion, Yao was able to 
show that emotional labor is predictive of ego depletion.  Furthermore, surface acting 
resulted in greater ego depletion than deep acting.   
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Finally, more research is needed to ascertain the true effect of acting method on 
ego depletion, especially longitudinal research.  Research incorporating a multilevel time 
series design will provide a better understanding of why deep acting serves as a better 
emotional regulation strategy.  Additionally, research is needed on other performance 
outcomes.  Although authenticity is an important outcome, many other outcomes are 
equally or more important.  For example, customer service representatives are often 
called upon to solve problems that may require complex cognitive processing.  Ego 
depletion theory would indicate that the employee would be unable to devote enough 
resources to properly solve the problem thus creating a more complex situation in which 
the customer is likely to become angry.  The angry customer in turn would require more 
self-regulation creating a never ending cycle.  To date, no objective measures of 
employee performance have been used as an outcome variable in models of emotional 
labor.  In the following section, I propose a model of emotional labor that incorporates 
elements of ego depletion, a time series design, and objective performance.  I then 
discuss this model in the context of the present research.  I also present testable 
hypotheses and a brief overview of the experimental design before providing a 
comprehensive design in the Method section. 
Comprehensive Model 
 To this point, I have laid a solid foundation on which to build a comprehensive 
model (see figure 2) incorporating elements of emotional labor and ego depletion.  Before 
presenting the model with embedded hypotheses, I wish to provide the reader with an 
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overview of the study design.  The overview will allow the reader to more fully 
understand the basis and method for testing the hypotheses.   
The present research seeks to provide support for existing research linking 
emotional labor to ego depletion (see Yao, 2005).  Additionally, I aim to advance the 
emotional labor literature by examining the link among emotional labor, customer anger, 
time, and performance.  In order to examine these relationships I have chosen an 
experimental design.  Participants will take part in a simulated work experiment.  
Participants in the study will be randomly assigned to one of four groups.  Two sets of 
groups will be trained on how to surface act and two sets will be trained on how to deep 
act.  Upon completing training, one set of participants from each acting method will be 
presented with a series of angry customers.  The other set from each acting method will 
be presented with a series of non-angry customers.  Each participant will interact with 
one customer performing 4 different transactions.  The transaction completed by the 
―employee‖ will be timed and errors in transaction processing will be recorded using an 
adding machine with paper tape.  Following each transaction, every participant will 
complete a self report measure of ego depletion and a physical measure (handgrip 
squeeze) of ego depletion.  With this overview now provided, I will next present a more 
detailed description of the proposed model along with hypotheses.   
Before the comprehensive model can be tested, I must first establish a relationship 
between emotional labor and ego depletion (see figure 1) as my model depends on 
emotional labor being related to ego depletion.  Existing research indicates the 
relationship between emotional labor and ego depletion exists and is positive in nature 
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(Yao, 2005).  Yao found that participants engaging in emotional labor reported greater 
levels of ego depletion than participants in the control group who wrote about emotions 
in customer service interactions.  Thus, I aimed to present supporting evidence of this 
relationship.   
 H1: Emotional labor will be positively related to ego depletion. 
 Upon establishing the relationship between emotional labor and ego depletion, a 
closer examination of the constituents of emotional labor must be tested.  Previous 
research indicates that surface acting is positively related to ego depletion and that deep 
acting is unrelated to ego depletion (Yao, 2005).  Furthermore, survey research has 
shown surface acting to be related to emotional exhaustion while deep acting is not (see 
Brotheridge and Lee, 2000; Brotheridge & Grandey, 2002; Gosserand, 2003; Grandey, 
2003; Kruml & Geddes, 2000).  Thus I proposed the following hypothesis: 
H2 Surface acting will be positively related to ego depletion and deep acting will 
not be related to ego depletion 
 As Grandey (2000) asserted, situational antecedents of emotional labor are 
important characteristics of the emotional labor context that need to be examined.  One 
important antecedent recently examined using survey methodologies is customer anger.  
Customer anger was positively associated with emotional labor (Rupp & Spencer, 2006).  
The relationship between customer anger and emotional labor is not surprising because 
angry customers are likely to lash out and elicit strong emotional responses in employees.  
These strong emotional responses require the employee to expend more resources to 
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regulate his/her outward expression.  With greater resources expenditure come higher 
levels of ego depletion.  Therefore I proposed the following hypothesis: 
H3a Customer anger will be related to ego depletion. 
 In addition to a main effect for customer anger, an interaction between acting type 
and customer anger was expected.  Deep acting requires one to expend resources to 
cognitively remove emotional dissonance (Yao, 2005).  The actor engages in a volitional 
act to reappraise the situation or focus on some other positive event to align the felt 
emotion with the display rule.  This act occurs regardless of the strength of the current 
felt emotion.  Surface acting on the other hand requires three self-regulatory acts.  All 
three acts work in conjunction to deplete resources.  One self-regulatory act is managing 
the emotional dissonance present between the felt emotion and the emotion to be 
displayed.  Since an angry customer is likely to elicit a strong emotional response, the 
employee is likely to experience even higher levels of ego depletion.  Thus the following 
hypothesis was proposed: 
H3b Customer anger will interact with acting method such that the relationship 
between surface acting and ego depletion will be greater with angry customers 
than with non-angry customers.  The relationship between deep acting and ego 
depletion will be unchanged regardless of customer anger. 
 Another antecedent of emotional labor commonly discussed in the literature deals 
with time.  Whether it be frequency of interactions or duration of interactions, time is an 
important variable to consider (Morris & Feldman, 1996).   Diefendorff and Gosserand 
(2003) had time in mind when they called for an experience sampling technique to be 
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used in emotional labor research.  In order to use an experience sampling technique, one 
would have to measure emotional labor over the course of several customer interactions. 
The present study sought to measure emotional self-regulation (surface acting and deep 
acting) over the course of 4 measurement periods.  Even in ego depletion research, time 
plays an important role as one period of self-regulation decreases the amount of time 
spent self-regulating in subsequent tasks (Baumeister et al., 1998; Baumeister, 2002; 
Muraven et al., 1998).   As such, the following hypothesis was proposed: 
H4a Time (each of four employee/customer interactions) will be positively related 
to ego depletion. 
In addition to a main effect of time on ego depletion, an interaction between time 
and acting method was expected.  No research to date was uncovered examining an 
interaction of time and acting method to predict ego depletion.  Examining the interaction 
between time and acting method could provide a better understanding of the relationship 
between acting method and ego depletion.  Current research indicates no relationship 
between deep acting and ego depletion (Yao, 2005).  Furthermore, deep acting is not 
associated with emotional exhaustion, a possible more severe and chronic form of ego 
depletion.  The lack of a linear relationship between these two variables could result as a 
function of time.  Employees who engage in deep acting may initially deplete some of 
their self-regulatory resources (deep acting is a form of self-regulation).  However, once 
the employee is able to call forth and experience the emotion to be displayed, very little 
additional self-regulation is needed.  Thus, each subsequent customer interaction should 
require little acting which in turn would use few additional self-regulatory resources 
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(although energy would still be consumed during the transaction).  If graphed, the 
relationship between deep acting and ego depletion would be similar to the natural log 
graph. That is, the slope of deep acting would increase for a period and then would level 
off.  The slope of surface acting on the other hand should remain constant over time, thus 
indicating no interaction of time and surface acting. 
H4b Time will interact with acting method such that the slope of deep acting will 
initially be positive and will then level out over subsequent measurement periods.  
The slope of surface acting will remain linear. 
 Next, the link between ego depletion and performance on subsequent self-
regulatory events is well established (see Baumeister, 2002 for a review).  Furthermore, 
research indicates ego depletion is negatively related to performance on complex 
cognitive tasks (Schmeichel et al., 2003).  Many customer service interactions require the 
service agent to use complex cognitive processing to complete a customer‘s transaction.  
As such, ego depletion should lead to the actor making more mistakes while in a depleted 
state.  Furthermore, the amount of time needed to process the transactions should 
increase.  Thus the following hypotheses were proposed: 
H5a Ego depletion will be positively related to performance as measured by errors 
made throughout the transaction. 
H5b Ego depletion will be positively related to time required to complete the 
transaction. 
Finally, the link between emotional labor, ego depletion, and performance allows for 
the testing of a mediation effect.  That is, emotional labor causes ego depletion which in 
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turn causes decrements in performance.  The effect of emotional labor on performance 
would act through ego depletion causing emotional labor‘s effect on performance to 
decrease or possibly disappear altogether.  As such, the following hypothesis was 
presented: 
H6 Ego depletion will act as a mediator in the emotional labor and performance 
relationship. The effect of emotional labor on performance will decrease with the 
inclusion of ego depletion as a mediating variable. 
 The model presented in figure 2 advances our current understanding of emotional 
labor and ego depletion in several ways.  First, customer anger has only been examined in 
survey research.  As such, we cannot definitively say that customer anger causes one to 
engage in more emotional labor.  Furthermore, no study has examined the interaction of 
customer anger and acting method on ego depletion.  Finally, little research has been 
completed linking emotional labor to ego depletion and no research has done so across 
multiple measurement occasions.  Also, no prior research has linked emotional labor and 
ego depletion to an objective measure of performance or examined ego depletion as a 
mediator between emotional labor and performance. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHOD 
Participants 
 The present study utilized a convenience sample of 76 psychology students.  
Participants were on average 19.08 years old.  A total of 25 males and 45 females were 
recruited (6 did not provide gender).  Participants were 81.6% white, 7.9% black, and 
1.3% Hispanic (1 participant responded with other when asked about ethnicity).  
Freshman represented 65.8% of the sample, sophomores were 9.2%, juniors were 7.9% 
and seniors were 9.2% (6 participants did not respond to the class standing question).  
Finally, participants reported an average SAT math score of 627.95.  Participants were 
recruited using a subject pool in which all introductory psychology students and select 
advanced students are enrolled.  Students received course credit for participating in the 
experiment.  In order to increase generalizability, participants were required to have 
worked, or currently be working in a customer service position.  This requirement for 
participation should have screened in participants who have experience with display rules 
and regulating their emotions to match the display rules, thus addressing one concern of 
external validity.   
Measures 
Manipulation Checks 
Emotional labor.  A self-report measure of emotional labor was used as a 
manipulation check.  Emotional labor takes place via one of two mechanisms.  
Employees can either surface act or deep act.  Surface acting was measured using seven 
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items presented in Diefendorff, Croyle and Gosserand (2005) (see appendix A).  These 
authors used five items developed by Grandey (2003) and two items from Kruml and 
Geddes (2000) emotive dissonance scale.  Diefendorff et al. (2005) developed two 
additional surface acting items for a total of nine items.  The two items were removed 
after a confirmatory factor analysis resulted in the items not fitting the data.  For the 
purpose of the present study, surface acting was assessed using the five items developed 
by Grandey (2003) and two items developed by Kruml and Geddes (2000).  Participants 
responded on a seven point likert scale (1 = Strongly Disagree and 7 = Strongly Agree).  
An example item is ―I fake emotions I show when dealing with customers.‖  The internal 
consistency of the seven items was .95. 
 Diefendorff et al. assessed deep acting using by adapting 3 items from Grandey‘s 
(2003) deep acting measure as well as 4 items from Kruml & Geddes (2000) emotive 
effort scale.   Three of the Kruml & Geddes (2000) items were eliminated after CFA 
yielded a poor fit with the data.  The final measure included the three Grandey (20003) 
items and one item from Kruml and Geddes (2000).  The present study used the measure 
outlined in the Diefendorff et al. study.  A seven point likert scale (1 = strongly disagree 
to 7 = strongly agree) was used instead of a five point scale to maintain consistency 
across the whole instrument.  An example item is ―I try to actually experience the 
emotions I must show to customers.‖  Finally, all of the emotional labor items were 
modified to the past tense (see appendix A).  Internal consistency of the deep acting items 
was .84. 
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Customer Anger.  A self-designed measure of customer anger was used as a 
manipulation check.  Participants responded to five items on a seven point likert scale (1 
= strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree).  Sample items include ―The customers appeared 
angry,‖ and ―The customers were mean‖ (see appendix B).  Cronbach‘s alpha for the five 
anger items was .97. 
Control Variables 
Mood.  Mood was assessed using Watson, Clark, and Tellegen‘s (1988) Positive 
and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS).  The PANAS is a twenty item measure of 
positive and negative affect.  The instructions asked the participant to rate the extent to 
which s/he currently felt the emotions presented.  Participants rated each item on a 7 
point likert scale (1= Not at all, 7= Extremely).  Example items include: ―excited,‖ ‖ 
upset,‖ ‖ nervous,‖ and ―alert‖ (see appendix C).  Cronbach‘s alpha for PA was .90 and 
for NA it was .75. 
Demographic variables.  Several demographic variables were collected.  
Participants were asked their age, gender, ethnicity, and year in school.  Additionally, I 
asked for participants math SAT score.  The SAT score served to control for math ability 
(see appendix D). 
Customer State Emotional Exhaustion. Research assistants interacting with 
customers may experience ego depletion themselves, especially when acting angry.  
Thus, research assistants will complete a measure of ego depletion after each customer 
interaction.  Maslach et al., (2001) developed a three factor scale of job burnout.  One 
factor measured in the scale is emotional exhaustion.  Emotional exhaustion, as measured 
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by the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), is a chronic severe feeling of being 
emotionally drained.  Ego depletion on the other hand is a temporary state of emotional 
weariness.  Thus, Yao (2005) modified the emotional exhaustion subscale of the MBI to 
measure ego depletion.  The four items Yao created were: ―I feel physically fatigued after 
dealing with the customer,‖ ―I feel emotionally fatigued after dealing with the customer,‖ 
―Working with these customers is really a strain for me,‖ and ―I feel frustrated by a job 
like this.‖  The items are measured on a 7 point likert scale (1= very mild, barely 
noticeable, 7= very strong).  I modified Yao‘s scale of emotional exhaustion scale to 
assess the customer‘s level of ego depletion.  The modification included adding ―service 
representative‖ after ―customer‖ in each of the above items (see appendix E).  Internal 
consistency reliability was .93. 
Dependent Measures 
 Handgrip squeeze. The handgrip squeeze was simply two plastic handles 
separated by a metal spring.  When the handles were squeezed together the spring 
compressed, creating an outward force opposite to the inward force exerted by the 
muscles of the hand and arm. 
Muraven, et al. (1998) first described using a handgrip squeeze as an indicator of 
ego depletion.  The handgrip squeeze forces one to make a conscious effort to continue to 
squeeze the handgrip once fatigue begins.  The participants were told to maintain a grip 
equal to two-thirds of the distance of the uncompressed grip (Rethlingshafer, 1942).  
Measuring the length of time one continues to squeeze the handgrip provides a good 
measure of one‘s self-regulatory resources.   
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State Emotional Exhaustion. Another method for measuring ego depletion is to 
ask the participants how they feel.  Since regulating one‘s emotions can be tiring, a 
measure of emotional exhaustion was used to measure ego depletion.  Maslach et al., 
(2001) developed a three factor scale of job burnout.  One factor measured in the scale is 
emotional exhaustion.  Emotional exhaustion, as measured by the Maslach Burnout 
Inventory (MBI), is a chronic severe feeling of being emotionally drained.  Ego depletion 
on the other hand is a temporary state of emotional weariness.  Thus, Yao (2005) 
modified the emotional exhaustion subscale of the MBI to measure ego depletion.  The 
four items Yao created were: ―I feel physically fatigued after dealing with the customer,‖ 
―I feel emotionally fatigued after dealing with the customer,‖ ―Working with these 
customers is really a strain for me,‖ and ―I feel frustrated by a job like this.‖  The items 
are measured on a 7 point likert scale (1= very mild, barely noticeable, 7= very strong).  I 
used Yao‘s modified scale of emotional exhaustion to measure ego depletion (see 
appendix F).  Cronbach‘s alpha was .94 for the scale. 
Objective Performance.  The customer service representatives interacted with customers 
to perform 4 separate transactions.   Transactions performed in this experiment were be 
modeled after real life transactions encountered by the customer service representatives 
(O*net, 2007).   
Each transaction was recorded on an adding machine with a paper tape and later 
analyzed by the experimenter for errors.  An error was operationalized as any addition or 
subtraction error the actor made.  Additionally, erroneous calculator key strokes were 
counted as errors (when the participant realized s/he made a mistake and had to clear the 
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calculator and start over).  Because very few individuals made more than one error in 
each transaction, errors were dichotomized such that if an error was made in the 
transaction, it was coded as a one.  If no errors were made during the transaction, the 
error variable was coded as a zero.  Finally, each transaction was timed and the amount of 
time required to complete the transaction served as a performance measure.   
 The transactions used in the present study involved cashing a total of 6 checks.  
One check was made out incorrectly, such that the written amount did not match the 
number amount.  The participant will be trained on how to handle this.  The second set of 
checks had one check missing the date.  The third set involved the customer asking for 
$5.00 too much back when asked how s/he wanted the cash back.  Finally, the last set of 
checks totaled an amount different than what the customer was expecting.  The customer 
asked the participant for $20.00 more than the checks totaled (see appendices G - J). 
Design 
 The present study used a 2 (acting method: deep vs. surface) X 2 (customer type: 
angry vs. non-angry) X 4 (time: 4 separate measurement occasions) mixed model design. 
Participants took part in a work simulation as customer service representatives in a bank.  
Two types of customers (angry vs. non-angry) entered the lab and presented transactions 
to the customer service representative.  Additionally, an offset control group of 20 
participants was used to establish the effect of acting method on ego depletion.  
Dependent measures included: ego depletion and performance as measured by transaction 
errors and time needed to complete the transaction. 
Procedures 
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 Prior to running any participants I obtained approval from Clemson University‘s 
Institutional Review Board.  Once approval was obtained, I acquired 7 laboratory 
assistants to serve as customers.  I explained individually to these assistants that they 
were to act as customers in a simulated banking environment.  They remained blind to all 
hypotheses and were asked not to converse with one another regarding the experiment.  
Next, the assistants were given a script with instructions on how to behave during the 
customer interaction (see appendices K-R).  The assistants were asked to memorize and 
practice the script in front of a mirror no less than 5 times.  Finally, the assistants engaged 
in role playing with the experimenter to ensure they were believable. 
 First, 20 participants were randomly assigned to serve as an offset control group.  
The group first read and signed an informed consent form and then began the task.  The 
group never interacted with customers.  First, these participants were given a handgrip to 
squeeze and were timed until they gave up.  They were also given a self-report measure 
of ego depletion.  Afterwards they were asked to write about 4 scenarios in which they 
interacted with other people either as a customer or as a customer service representative.  
They were asked to recount how those interactions made them feel and they were to try to 
relive those feelings.  This task dealt directly with emotions, but did not involve actually 
regulating emotions.  Thus, the participants should not have become depleted while 
completing the task.  Upon completing the essays, the participants were asked to squeeze 
the handgrip again.  Additionally, they completed a self-report measure of ego depletion.  
Yao (2005) used a method very similar to this to determine the effect of emotional labor 
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on ego depletion.  That is, participations who actually engage in emotional labor should 
have exhibited higher levels of ego depletion. 
 The remaining 80 participants were randomly assigned to 4 groups (surface acting 
angry customer, surface acting non-angry customer, deep acting angry customer, deep 
acting non-angry customer).  Before the experiment began, all participants were briefed 
on what the experiment entailed. They were told that I was hired by First Bank to develop 
new standards for cashing checks and interacting with customers.  They were told they 
would be engaging in a simulated work environment and that half of the participants 
would be customers and half would be employees.  I told the participants that it was very 
important that they immerse themselves in the task and imagine they were really working 
for the bank so that I would able to go back to the bank with the best possible results.  
Next, all participants individually underwent training.  All participants were trained on 
how to cash checks.  The training session included a brief explanation of how to cash 
checks and a total of 15 minutes to practice cashing checks.  Feedback was given during 
the practice.   
In addition to training each participant on the task, each participant was trained on 
his/her respective acting method.  Participants in the surface acting condition were told 
they must exude a positive emotion.  They were told that faking positive emotions is a 
useful method for adhering to the display rules (see appendix S).  They were told to smile 
at each and every customer throughout the whole transaction.  Each participant engaged 
in role playing with the experimenter in the training session.  
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Participants in the deep acting condition were given two strategies for displaying 
positive emotions that they could choose from (see appendix T).  One strategy was 
cognitive reappraisal.  Using this strategy, the actor rethinks the situation.  For example, 
the actor might place himself/herself in the position of the customer to realize the 
customer was not frustrated with the actor, but was instead upset with the situation and 
perhaps the institution.  Oftentimes customers can throw tantrums when they feel they are 
being treated unfairly.  The actor may find humor in the situation by picturing the 
customer as a child as customer engages in the childish activity.  The other method that 
was taught to participants was attentional deployment.  Participants were taught to focus 
their attention on a previous positive event; an event that would help them achieve the 
emotion they wished to display.  For example, an actor may recall the day s/he first got 
her/his driver‘s license or maybe the day s/he graduated high school.  Both of these 
events are typically associated with positive emotions.  Participants were given an 
opportunity to practice the acting method and received feedback. 
Upon completing the training, the experiment began.  All participants were 
informed of the display rules.  Subjects were run individually.  Subjects completed an 
initial measure of mood and squeezed the handgrip prior to interacting with the first 
customer.  Next a series of four separate transactions were completed.  The actor was 
provided with pencils, paper, and a calculator.  The order in which the transactions were 
presented was randomly assigned.  Each transaction was timed.  After each transaction 
was completed, the actor squeezed the handgrip and completed a self-report measure of 
ego depletion.  Thus, a total of 5 sets of hand squeeze measures and 4 self-report 
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measures of ego depletion were gathered.   After completing the final transaction and 
associated ego depletion measures, the participant completed a measure of emotional 
labor, customer anger and demographic variables.  The emotional labor and customer 
anger measures served as a manipulation check.  Upon completing the final measures, the 
participants were debriefed and released. 
Proposed Analyses 
All analyses were conducted using SPSS 15.  Before testing my hypotheses, I 
screened my data for univariate outliers by examining plots of the residuals of each 
model.  A number of data points were deleted based on residuals falling well outside the 
range of all other residuals.  An example graph showing a single case greatly affecting 
the predicted value of ego depletion is presented in Figure 3.   
In addition to screening the data for outliers, all variables were checked for 
normality.  One measure in particular (handgrip squeeze measure of ego depletion) was 
highly positively skewed.  In order to correct this problem, a natural log transformation 
was conducted.  A histogram of the transformed data revealed a much more normal 
distribution with distinct distributions for males and females.  As such, it was important 
to account for the effect of gender in all subsequent analyses.  Gender was added as a 
predictor in all analyses so it‘s effect would be partialed out.   
After screening the data, all independent variables were mean centered.  Time, the 
most important variable in multilevel modeling, was centered at zero.  As such, all 
comparisons were made to the initial measurement period.  Both customer anger and 
acting method are dichotomous variables and required weighted effects coding.  
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Weighted effects coding allowed for correct interpretation of effects when controlling for 
other variables   
 Hypothesis testing occurred using three series of hierarchical multilevel modeling.  
The first series examined the effect of the experimental group on ratings of ego depletion 
and the handgrip squeeze measure of ego depletion.  The second series examined acting 
method, customer anger, and time as predictors of ego depletion (self-reported and 
handgrip squeeze).  The third series examined ego depletion and time as predictors of 
performance.  The details of each series will be discussed next. 
 Multilevel Modeling.  Predicting ego depletion was the primary concern with the 
first and second series of regressions and required multiple steps (Bliese & Ployhart, 
2002).  The first step was to determine if multilevel modeling is the appropriate method 
to use to analyze the data.  To do this, I examined the intraclass correlation coefficient 1 
(ICC1).  ICC1 is calculated by dividing the intercept variance by the total variance with 
no predictors.  Any value greater than zero indicates the error terms are not independent.  
The ICC1 for the transformed handgrip measure of ego depletion was .90, for the self-
report measure of ego depletion was .90, for the amount of time to complete the 
transaction it was .39, and for the number of errors made during each transaction it was 
.32.  It is important to note that a random intercept was specified for each model.   
As such, one continues to the next step, entering time as a random slope effect to 
look for significant slope variance.  A significant slope variance indicates the slope for 
time varied within individuals.  Time as a random slope effect resulted in only the self-
report measure of ego depletion showing significant slope variance.  Thus, when testing 
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models predicting the self-report measure of ego depletion, time was included as a 
random slope effect in order to specify the correct error terms.   
After determining whether time should be included as a random slope effect, time 
was entered as a level one fixed effect.  This indicated whether ego depletion increased or 
decreased with each measurement occasion.  Time was included as a level one fixed 
effect in all models. 
Before moving onto the inclusion of other variables, it is important to explain how 
effect sizes are calculated in multilevel models.  Calculating effect sizes as determined by 
multilevel models has been a contentious issue in the literature.  One method often 
employed is to calculate the reduction in variance estimates of the models (Roberts & 
Monaco, 2006).  This can be done at each level of the model and provides a pseudo effect 
size indicating the proportion of variance explained by the predictor.  Level one 
variables, such as time in the present study, reduce residual variance.  The effect size is 
calculated by subtracting the residual variance of the model including time from the null 
model residual variance.  The difference is then divided by the null model residual 
variance.  Level two variables (customer anger and acting method) reduce intercept 
variance.  Level two effect sizes are calculated by dividing the difference of the intercept 
variance in the full model (including customer anger or acting method) and the null 
model by the intercept variance in the null model.  Partial effect sizes can also be 
calculated when using hierarchical models.  Finally, cross level interactions (e.g. time X 
acting method) reduce slope variance.  Interaction effect sizes are calculated by dividing 
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the difference of the full model slope variance (interaction term included) and the null 
model slope variance by the null model slope variance (Roberts & Monaco, 2006). 
After calculating the effect size for time as a level one predictor, the next step was 
to enter the level two predictors (experimental versus control group in the first series and 
customer anger and acting method in the second series) into the model.  Significant level 
two predictors should reduce intercept variance and would support hypotheses 1, 2a, and 
3a.  For significant predictors, a modified effect size was calculated for each effect.   
In addition to the variables of interest, a number of control variables were entered 
into the model.  Gender, mood, SAT math score, and customer ego depletion were 
entered to control for any effects these variables might have had.  Each of these variables 
were chosen for a particular reason. 
First, gender differences in strength and emotional functioning could have 
impacted the results of the ego depletion measures.  Second, mood was entered because 
both state negative affect and state positive affect have been linked to emotional labor 
(Gosserand, 2003).  Third, participants SAT math score was entered to control for any 
mathematical ability differences that might result in participants differing in both 
transaction time and transaction errors.  Finally, customer ego depletion was entered to 
control for research assistants becoming depleted themselves and no longer acting 
convincingly.  Results were approximately equivalent with the control variables present 
and absent.   
Finally, for series one, the interaction term of time by experimental group was 
entered.  The second series included interaction terms of time by customer anger, time by 
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acting method, customer anger by acting method, and time by customer anger by acting 
method were entered.  Interaction terms reduce slope variance in multilevel models.  For 
significant predictors, a modified effect size was calculated and simple slopes were 
determined.  These predictors provided evidence for hypotheses 2b, 3b, and 4b. 
 The third series of regressions were much the same as the first two, except 
performance was the dependent variable.  In this model, both time and ego depletion 
were entered as level one predictors.  Modified effects sizes were calculated for each 
variable when significant.  Significant effects would have provided support for 
hypothesis 5.  Finally, I tested the mediating effect of ego depletion on the emotional 
labor and performance relationship using the Sobel test.  The Sobel test allows for the 
calculation of the standard errors terms of the indirect effect (MacKinnon, Lockwood, 
Hofmann, West, & Sheets, 2002).  Using the standard error terms, a z score may be 
calculated for the indirect effect, thus indicating the significance of the indirect effect.  
Finally, a percentage of the total effect that is the indirect effect may be calculated (if the 
indirect effect is significant).  Since the inclusion on the mediating variable resulted in no 
significant reduction in the predictive power of time, testing a full mediation model was 
unnecessary.  However, a partial mediation model was tested and resulted in a non-
significant z score.   
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS 
 Means and standard deviations for each condition across all four time points are 
presented in Table 1.  Prior to testing any hierarchical multilevel model, I first determined 
if the manipulations were effective.  With regards to the acting method manipulation, 
participants assigned to the deep acting condition reported significantly higher levels of 
deep acting (M = 5.36, SD = .79) than surface acting (M = 4.81, SD = 1.21), t(64) = -2.19, 
p = .033, r
2
 = .069.  Participants assigned to the surface acting condition reported 
significantly higher levels of surface acting (M = 4.72, SD = 1.25) than deep acting (M = 
3.03, SD = 1.28), t(64) = 5.39, p < .001, r
2
 = .312.  In terms of customer anger, 
participants who interacted with an angry customer reported significantly higher 
customer anger (M = 5.13, SD = 1.08) than participants who did not interact with an 
angry customer (M = 1.24, SD = .55), t(64) = -18.35, p < .001, r
2
 = .840. 
Multilevel Models 
Testing Experimental and Control Groups.  The first multilevel models examined 
two independent variables: time and the dummy coded variable assessing the control 
versus experimental group.  The first model tested whether time and the experimental 
group variable predicted the handgrip ego depletion measure.  The first step was to 
determine if time and the experimental condition predicted the handgrip measure.  
Results are presented in Table 2.   The interaction between time and the experimental 
condition measure was significant.  Thus, interpreting the main effect of time is not 
warranted because of the higher order interaction effect.  The next step was to decompose 
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the interaction.  Calculating the simple slopes revealed the slope of the control group 
decreased significantly with each measurement occasion, t(29) = -4.101, p <-001, B = -
0.14 and the slope of the experimental group also decreased significantly with each 
measurement occasion, t(188.09) = -3.025, p = .003, B = -0.032.  Thus, although both 
groups held the handgrip a shorter amount of time with each measurement occasion, the 
control group released the grip faster each time (see Figure 4). 
 The second model tested the same independent variables with the self-report 
measure of ego depletion as the dependent variable.  As noted earlier, time was included 
as a random effect in this model.  Thus, each predictor was entered individually in order 
to determine the pseudo effect sizes.  As seen in Table 2, time was the only significant 
predictor of self-reported ego depletion.  Reports of ego depletion increased with each 
measurement occasion.   
  Handgrip as the Dependent Variable.  The first model using the handgrip as a 
measure of ego depletion included time, customer anger, and acting method as predictors.  
Results are presented in Table 3.  In terms of main effects, time was the only significant 
predictor.  The slope of time indicates that participants held the handgrip squeeze for a 
shorter amount of time with each measurement occasion.     
Table 3 also indicates that none of the two-way interactions were significant.  
However, a significant three-way interaction between time, acting method, and customer 
anger was uncovered, thus indicating the significant main effect of time described above 
should not be interpreted.  Decomposing the three-way interaction showed that the two-
way interaction between customer anger and time was significant for deep actors, 
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t(94.02) = 2.53, p = .013 (See Figure 5).  The interaction between customer anger and 
time was not significant for surface actors, p = .471.  Further decomposing the two-way 
interaction of customer anger and time revealed the slope for non-angry customers 
decreased significantly with each occurring time point, t(47.99) = -3.118, p = .003.  The 
slope for angry customers under the deep acting condition, however, was not significant, 
p = .641 (see Figure 4).  Looking at the three-way interaction differently, the two-way 
interactions between customer anger and acting method were significant at time 2, t(57) = 
2.061, p = .044, B = .78, and time 4, t(60) = 2.14, p = .037, B = .82.  In both 
measurement occasions, deep actors interacting with angry customers held the handgrip 
squeeze longer than surface actors interacting with angry customers. 
Self-Report Ego Depletion as the Dependent Variable.  The first model using the 
self-report measure of ego depletion included time, customer anger, and acting method as 
predictors.  Because time was entered as a random effect for this model, partial pseudo-
effect sizes were calculated for each independent variable.  Results are presented in Table 
3.  First, time significantly predicted self-report ego depletion, indicating that reports of 
ego depletion increased with each measurement occasion.  Next, customer anger 
significantly predicted ego depletion, indicating that interacting with angry customers 
resulted in increased ego depletion.  Finally, acting method was entered as a predictor and 
was found to not be significant. 
 The interaction of customer anger and acting method was tested next.  The 
interaction was not found to predict self-reported ego depletion.  Second, the interaction 
of time and customer anger was tested and found to be significant.  Simple slopes tests 
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revealed participants interacting with angry customers reported increased ego depletion 
with each successive encounter, t(32.27) = 2.69, p = .011 (see Figure 6).  Participants 
interacting with non-angry customers reported no differences in ego depletion over time, 
p = .868.  Finally, the interaction of acting method and time was tested and was not 
significant nor was the three-way interaction. 
Performance as an Outcome.  Two different performance measures were used as 
dependent variables.  The first performance measure was transaction time (see Table 4).  
The first model tested the main effects of time, customer anger, and acting method.   
Time significantly predicted transaction time such that transaction time decreased with 
each successive measurement occasion.  Next, the second model tested the two-way 
interactions between customer anger and acting method, time and customer anger, and 
time and acting method.  None of the two-way interactions significantly predicted 
transaction time. Finally, the higher order three-way interaction previously found to 
predict the handgrip measure of ego depletion was entered.  This model did not 
significantly predict transaction time.  After testing the interaction terms, I returned to a 
model with just main effects and included the handgrip measure of ego depletion.  The 
handgrip measure of ego depletion significantly predicted transaction time such that 
individuals who held onto the handgrip measure of ego depletion took longer to complete 
the transactions.  Finally, with the inclusion of the handgrip measure of ego depletion, the 
effect of time on transaction time was reduced. However, the effect was still significant, p 
= .039.  As such, no further tests are required to test for mediation. 
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 To test the effect of the self-report measure of ego depletion on transaction time, 
the same baseline model tested above (time as a predictor of transaction time) was used.  
This time, the self-report measure of ego depletion was included in the model.  Self-
report ego depletion was unrelated to transaction time. 
 Finally, the second measure of performance, transaction errors, was specified as 
the dependent variable.  No variables significantly predicted transaction errors (see Table 
5).  When the two measures of ego depletion were entered as predictors, acting method 
approached significance (p = .087), however, when the two measures of ego depletion 
were not included, acting method had no effect (p = .192).  Thus, the two measures of 
ego depletion resulted in the removal of error variance thereby increasing the effect of 
acting method on transaction errors. 
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION 
The present study was the first to experimentally test the effect of emotional labor 
strategies in two common situations (angry customer versus non-angry customer) on ego 
depletion.  Furthermore, this study answered calls to examine the effect of emotional 
labor on important outcomes using a multilevel methodology (see Diefendorff & 
Gosserand, 2003).  Results from the study yielded some interesting and unexpected 
findings.  The remainder of this paper will focus on a discussion of these results.  I will 
first discuss the results associated with each of the hypotheses presented.  I will focus on 
the meaning of the results and possible explanations for the findings (or lack thereof).  I 
will then focus on limitations of the research and directions for future research. 
Manipulations 
Prior to discussing the results of the multilevel models, I would like to discuss the 
results of the manipulation checks.  Participants were given training that emphasized 
either surface acting or deep acting skills.  Participants in the surface acting condition 
were told to smile at each and every customer and to fake the positive emotions they were 
to display.  Participants in the deep acting condition were told to focus on past positive 
emotional experiences and dwell on those experiences while interacting with the 
customer.  They were told that it was very important that they actually try to feel the 
emotion they were to display.  At the end of the study, participants completed a self-
report measure of emotional labor.  The instrument assessed surface acting and deep 
acting behaviors.  Results indicated that participants in the deep acting condition 
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endorsed the deep acting items to a greater degree than the surface acting items.  
Participants in the surface acting condition endorsed the surface acting items to a greater 
degree than the deep acting items.  Thus, the acting method manipulation was successful.   
In addition to the acting method manipulation, participants interacted with either 
an angry customer or a normal non-angry customer.  Again, participants completed a 
self-report measure of customer anger at the end of the study.  Participants who interacted 
with angry customers reported significantly higher levels of customer anger than those 
who interacted with a normal non-angry customer.  This finding indicates the customer 
anger manipulation was effective.  With the manipulations being successful I will now 
turn to the hypothesis testing.  
Multilevel Models 
First, hypothesis one stated that the experimental group would exhibit 
significantly more ego depletion than the control group.  Results from the study failed to 
show a main effect for the experimental group in either measure of ego depletion 
(handgrip or self-report), thus failing to support hypothesis 1.  Interestingly, a significant 
interaction between time and the experimental group was uncovered for the handgrip 
measure of ego depletion.  More interestingly still was the control group released the 
handgrip measure quicker than the experimental group with each measurement occasion.  
This finding indicated that writing about emotions in the context of customer service 
interactions was more depleting than actually engaging in emotional labor strategies.   
One possible explanation for this finding is that participants squeezed the 
handgrip with their dominate hand, which also presumably was the hand used to write 
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about the scenarios.  Perhaps the action of gripping the pen and writing about these 
experiences fatigued the same muscles used to squeeze the handgrip thereby reducing the 
amount of time the handgrip was squeezed.  Further supporting this explanation is the 
fact that no significant interaction was uncovered for the self-report measure of ego 
depletion.  
After examining the results concerning hypothesis one, I turn to hypothesis two.  
Hypothesis two stated that surface acting would significantly predict ego depletion while 
deep acting would not.  Results failed to support this hypothesis.  Although the expected 
two-way interaction of acting condition by time was not significant, a three-way 
interaction was obtained.  Thus, differences do exist among surface actors and deep 
actors in terms of ego depletion; they are just qualified by other variables.    
Turning to this significant three-way interaction, measurement occasion, customer 
anger, and acting method all interacted to predict the handgrip measure of ego depletion.  
The nature of the interaction was such that the relationship between time and customer 
anger was significant for deep actors, but not for surface actors.  Further breaking down 
this relationship indicated that deep actors interacting with angry customers held the 
handgrip squeeze the same amount of time each measurement occasion.  Deep actors who 
interacted with non-angry customers actually released the handgrip squeeze quicker with 
each measurement occasion.  This finding was contrary to my hypotheses.   
One explanation for the counterintuitive finding revolves around the saliency of 
self-awareness for deep actors.  The sense of self in deep actors may have been 
particularly salient because deep actors were told to try to actually experience the 
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emotion they were to display.  Surface actors, on the other hand, were told to fake or act 
positive, thus they were in essence removing their sense of self from the encounter 
entirely.  With the self being the focal point of the finding, I now turn to the impact of 
anger.  Situations involving anger directed at individuals have been shown to threaten 
their sense of self (Dodge & Somberg, 1987).  Threatened self-esteem has in turn been 
linked to aggressive behavior (Kuppens & Van Mechelen, 2007).  Furthermore, hostile 
intentions attribution theory indicates making attributions about one‘s behavior as being 
hostile results in anger arousal ().   Since participants were explicitly told to smile and be 
positive toward customers, deep actors had to direct their heightened state of arousal 
(anger) at something other than the customer.  As such, participants may have directed 
any anger associated with the interaction towards the handgrip squeeze. 
Anger and aggression directed at the handgrip squeeze could have been perceived 
as a cathartic event for the participants.  Research indicates that individuals in a bad 
mood will engage in aggressive behaviors in an attempt to release their anger and change 
their mood.  Unfortunately, the same research indicates that these cathartic events are not 
effective in changing individual‘s moods (Bushman, Baumeister, & Phillips, 2001).  This 
catharsis explanation was merely speculation as no data were collected to test this 
phenomenon. 
Hypothesis three dealt with the effects of customer anger on ego depletion.  First, 
a main effect of anger was uncovered for the self-report measure of ego depletion.  
Participants who interacted with angry customers reported greater levels of ego depletion.  
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The same effect on the handgrip measure of ego depletion was in the appropriate 
direction, but not significant.   
Interacting with angry customers could result in increased levels of ego depletion 
because the angry customer elicited anger in the participant.  Rupp and Spencer (2006) 
found participants who reported higher levels of customer interactional injustice (which 
could include interacting with angry customers) reported increased levels of personal 
anger.  The angry customer in the present experiment may have elicited anger in the 
participant.  Naturally, this anger would increase the discrepancy between the felt 
emotion and the emotion to be displayed.  Thus, the participant had to work harder at 
regulating his/her emotional display resulting in increased ego depletion. 
In addition to a main effect of customer anger, an interaction between customer 
anger and acting method was proposed such that surface actors would be more affected 
by customer anger.  Results failed to significantly support the two-way interaction with 
either measure of ego depletion.  It is worth noting that even though the effects of 
customer anger did not significantly differ between surface actors and deep actors, the 
interaction was in the proposed direction.  Thus, perhaps power was an issue, and with 
more participants the interaction would be significant.  Again, I should point out the for 
the handgrip measure of ego depletion a significant post-hoc three-way interaction was 
uncovered, and was already discussed above.  With regards to hypothesis four, time or 
measurement occasion was found to significantly predict both measures of ego depletion.  
That is, participants reported higher levels of ego depletion with each customer 
interaction.  Baumeister (2002) reviewed many studies that indicated acts of self-
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regulation resulted in increased ego depletion.  Thus, it makes sense that with four self-
regulatory acts occurring in the present study that each act would result in more ego 
depletion.  Complicating the issue, however, was a significant two-way interaction 
between customer anger and measurement occasion on self-reports of ego depletion and a 
significant three-way interaction on the handgrip measure of ego depletion.  These 
interactions indicated that ego depletion was greater for one group than another.  With 
regards to the self-report measure of ego depletion, participants who interacted with 
angry customers reported significantly more ego depletion each measurement occasion 
than those who interacted with non-angry customers.  This finding is further reinforces 
the fact that interacting with an angry customer was highly depleting.  
The remaining two hypotheses dealt with performance as an outcome measure.  
Transaction time and transaction errors served as measures of performance.    Previous 
research examining performance as an outcome measure of emotional labor has been 
mixed.  Gosserand (2003) found no relationship between emotional labor and supervisor 
ratings of performance.  Presumably, supervisors would be cognizant of both errors made 
by customer service representatives and the amount of time spent with each customer as 
both can be quite costly.     
First, with regards to transaction errors, results of the present study indicated no 
relationship between any of the predictor variables and transaction errors.    Previous 
research linking ego depletion to performance has examined the effects of ego depletion 
on cognitive performance as operationalized by the Analytic section of the GRE.  Ego 
depleted individuals answered fewer GRE questions, and they answered fewer questions 
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correctly (Schmeichel et al., 2003).  In essence, ego depleted individuals made more 
errors than non-ego depleted individuals.  The results of the present study do not directly 
support the findings of Schmeichel et al.  Several reasons may exist for the failure to 
replicate their results.  First, the distribution of transaction errors was not normal.  Most 
customer interactions resulted in zero errors, many resulted in one error, and fewer still 
resulted in two, three, four, or more errors.  As such, attempting to predict transaction 
errors in the context of a multilevel model with non-normal data could have resulted in 
the lack of findings.  Secondly, cashing checks is probably not as cognitively intensive as 
solving GRE problems.  As such, ego depletion probably matters more in situations that 
require more thinking than cashing checks. 
In addition to transaction errors serving as a performance measure, transaction 
time was also an outcome measure of interest.  In terms of transaction time, the handgrip 
measure of ego depletion and measurement occasion both predicted transaction time.  
Transaction times decreased significantly with each measurement occasion.  This seemed 
to indicate that a learning effect occurred throughout the study.  Individuals may have 
gotten better and quicker at cashing checks as they garnered more experience which 
resulted in faster transaction times.   
The handgrip measure of ego depletion was related to transaction time.  
Participants who held the handgrip measure of ego depletion longer also took longer to 
complete the transaction.  This finding provided some support for ego depletion affecting 
performance.  In theory, individuals who are more depleted should spend less time 
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engaged in future acts of self-regulation (see Baumeister, 2002).  Working on a 
customer‘s transaction may be considered a form of self-regulation.   
Unfortunately, the self-report measure of ego depletion failed to corroborate the 
findings of the handgrip measure of ego depletion.  This would seem to indicate that 
some other factor may have driven the relationship between the handgrip measure and 
transaction time.   
In summary, time, customer anger, and acting method interacted to predict the 
handgrip measure of ego depletion such that deep actors interacting with angry customers 
actually held the handgrip squeeze a consistent amount of time after each measurement 
occasion.  All of the other groups persisted less with each measurement occasion.  
Perhaps deep actors were more threatened by the angry customers because they linked 
their sense of self to the task and potentially directed any increased arousal at the 
handgrip squeeze measure of ego depletion.  No relationship was uncovered between 
emotional labor and transaction errors or ego depletion and transaction errors; possibly 
because of a non-normal distribution of transaction errors.  Finally, both measurement 
occasion and the handgrip measure of ego depletion predicted transaction times, 
however, learning effects and some other variable could explain these relationships 
respectively. 
Limitations and Directions for Future Research 
 The present study employed an experimental design.  Experimental designs give 
more control to the researcher to rule out confounding variables thus increasing internal 
validity often at the expense of external validity.  Irrespective of the research design, 
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limitations are still encountered in experimental studies – even limitations that threaten 
internal validity.  The present study had several limitations that affected both internal and 
external validity. 
 First, although an offset control group was employed, the tasks the group engaged 
in were markedly different than the tasks of the experimental group.   A true control 
group given no acting instructions or training should have been employed to determine if 
surface and deep acting training actually had an effect on ego depletion.   
 A second and major limitation of the present study was the sample size.  Data 
were collected from a total of 66 participants in the experimental group.  Many of the 
effects hypothesized were approaching significance with only 15 or 16 people per cell.  
Perhaps with a larger sample I would have had the power to detect those effects.  
Similarly, the sample consisted of primarily females.  This is important because research 
indicates that men and women experience emotions differently (Fischer, Rodriguez-
Mosquera, van Vianen, & Manstead, 2004).  Indeed, post-hoc analyses indicated a 
significant four-way interaction between gender, time, customer anger, and acting 
method on the self-report measure of ego depletion and the same four-way interaction 
was approaching significance for the handgrip measure of ego depletion.  This interaction 
should be approached very cautiously since each cell only included a handful of males 
and as such, I will not attempt to interpret it.  It would have been interesting to see if the 
interaction remained significant with the addition of more males. 
 In addition to the limitation just described, another limitation that I have already 
alluded to existed.  Individuals completed each subsequent transaction quicker than the 
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previous transaction.  This could indicate that the participants rushed through the 
transaction because they were depleted, or more likely, the transaction time had a 
learning effect.  The learning effect may have been mitigated with more training.  
Additionally, more customer interactions and interaction spread across a greater amount 
of time (to facilitate recovery) may have been used to determine if ego depletion truly 
had an effect. 
 Finally, findings from the present study offer stepping stones for future research.  
First, research should be done to explain the nature of the three-way interaction.  I offered 
one possible explanation for why deep actors persisted in holding onto the handgrip 
measure of ego depletion while everybody else released it quicker with each 
measurement occasion.  Research should determine if deep actors: first, perceived a 
threat against their self-concept directed at them by angry customers; and second, if deep 
actors actually experienced an increased level of anger or arousal and then directed that to 
the handgrip squeeze task. 
 Additionally, future research should employ similar techniques with actual 
customer service representatives.  Existing research on emotional labor in applied settings 
tends to be correlational in nature.  Researchers could employ a field study technique 
whereby they train actual customer service representatives in surface acting or deep 
acting emotional labor techniques.  The researchers could collect data on ego depletion 
after interactions with actual customers.  Furthermore, data could be collected from the 
customers on a number of dimensions to both rate performance and predict ego depletion 
in employees.  This technique would continue to answer the call for more experience 
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sampling methodologies being employed in emotional labor research (see Diefendorff & 
Gosserand, 2003). 
 In summary, among some of the strengths associated with the present study 
several limitations existed.  Sample size and more specifically, male sample size hindered 
the study‘s ability to significantly detect effects.  Future research should employ similar 
techniques as the present study in an applied setting with a large sample size.   
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APPENDIX A: Emotional Labor 
Thinking about the 4 customer interactions you just had, please answer the following 
questions. 
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1.  I put on an act in order to deal with 
the customers in an appropriate way        
2.  I faked having a good mood when 
interacting with the customers        
3.  I put on a ―show‖ or ―performance 
when interacting with the customers        
4.  I put on a ―mask‖ in order to 
display the emotions I needed in the 
task. 
       
5.  I showed feelings to customers that 
were different from what I felt 
inside. 
       
6.  I faked the emotions I showed 
when dealing with the customers        
7.  I tried to actually experience the 
emotions I was to show the 
customers 
       
8.  I made an effort to actually feel the 
emotions I was to display toward 
the customers 
       
9.  I worked hard to feel the emotions 
that I needed to show the customers        
10.  I worked at developing the feelings 
inside of me that I needed to show 
to the customers. 
       
11.  I just pretended to have the 
emotions I needed to display for the 
task. 
       
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APPENDIX B: Customer Anger 
Thinking back over the interactions you just had with the customers as a whole, please 
respond to the following statements. 
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1.  The customer appeared 
angry 
       
2.  The customer was mean 
       
3.  The customer was rude 
       
4.  I thought the customer 
was mad. 
       
5.  The customer was a jerk.        
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APPENDIX C: PANAS 
Directions 
This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions.  
Read each item and then circle the appropriate answer next to that word.  Indicate to what 
extent you feel right now. 
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1. Interested      
2. Distressed      
3. Excited      
4. Upset      
5. Strong      
6. Guilty      
7. Scared      
8. Hostile      
9. Enthusiastic      
10. Proud      
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11. Irritable      
12. Alert      
13. Ashamed      
14. Inspired      
15. Nervous      
16. Determined      
17. Attentive      
18. Jittery      
19. Active      
20. Afraid      
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APPENDIX D: Demographics 
Age______ 
Gender:  M F 
Ethnicity____________________ 
Year:  Freshman     Sophomore  Junior  Senior  Other_______ 
SAT Math Score_______ 
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APPENDIX E: Customer Emotional Exhaustion 
Please answer the following questions using the scale below. 
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1. I feel physically 
fatigued after 
completing the 
transaction 
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1. I feel emotionally 
fatigued after 
completing the 
transaction 
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2. Working with these 
customer service 
representatives is 
really putting a strain 
on me 
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3. I feel frustrated by a 
task like this 
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APPENDIX F: Ego Depletion 
Please answer the following questions using the scale below. 
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2. I feel physically 
fatigued after dealing 
with the customer 
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4. I feel emotionally 
fatigued after dealing 
with the customer 
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5. Working with these 
customers is really 
putting a strain on me 
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6. I feel frustrated by a 
job like this 
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APPENDIX G: Checks 1
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APPENDIX H: Checks 2 
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APPENDIX I: Checks 3 
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APPENDIX J: Checks 4 
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APPENDIX K: Check Cashing Script 1 
Actor Script 
Check Cashing 
Enter the room.  Be professional throughout the entire transaction.  Be polite and act as 
you normally would when entering a bank. 
You: ―Hi. How are you?‖ 
CSR: Responds 
You; ―I have a bunch of checks I need to cash.  Could you do that for me please.‖ 
CSR: Responds. 
You: Respond to any comments the CSR makes in a professional courteous way. 
When the CSR finishes summing your checks and gives you a total act surprised. 
You: ―Oh, I thought I had $20.00 more dollars in there.  I could have been mistaken.  
Would you mind double checking for me, though.  Thanks.  The CSR should repeat the 
same number.  When s/he does, nod.‖ 
You:  Yes, I forgot I took a check out because the lady forgot to sign it. 
CSR: How would you like your cash back. 
You: I would like ten $50s, eight $20s and you can mix the rest up.  Thanks. 
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APPENDIX L: Angry Check Cashing 1 
Actor Script 
Check Cashing (Angry) 
Enter the room.  Be in a hurry and keep a scowl on your face.  Be somewhat rude and act 
condescending.  Make it convincing, but do not take it too far so that you provoke the 
CSR. 
 
You: ―Here. Do this.‖  Plop checks down on counter. 
CSR: Responds 
You: Respond rudely. 
When the CSR finishes summing your checks and gives you a total act surprised. 
You: You are wrong.  I should have twenty more dollars in there.  Add them up again.‖ 
CSR: Responds with same number. 
You:  ―Oh, that‘s right, I forgot I took a check out.  Let‘s get this wrapped up.  I need to 
go.‖ 
CSR: How would you like your cash back. 
You: ―I need ten $50s, eight $20s and you can mix the rest up.‖   Wait impatiently 
tapping your fingers. 
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APPENDIX M: Check Cashing 2 
Actor Script 
Check Cashing 2 
Enter the room.  Be professional throughout the entire transaction.  Be polite and act as 
you normally would when entering a bank. 
 
You: ―Hi.  Beautiful day outside.  I hope you get done soon so you can enjoy it.‖ 
CSR: Responds 
You:  ―I need to cash these checks please. ― 
CSR: Responds.  There will be a problem with one of the checks missing information. 
You: ―Oh, OK. I will go back to this person and have them give me a new check‖ 
CSR: Responds.  How would you like cash back? 
You: Please just give me a good mix of bills. 
Once you are through with the transaction, time the CSR while s/he squeezes the 
handgrip.  Then give the CSR the survey and ask him/her to place it in the envelope when 
s/he is through. 
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APPENDIX N: Angry Check Cashing 2 
Actor Script 
Check Cashing 2 (Angry) 
Enter the room.  Be in a hurry and keep a scowl on your face.  Be somewhat rude and act 
condescending.  Make it convincing, but do not take it too far so that you  provoke the 
CSR. 
 
You: Say nothing and plop the checks down on the desk somewhat forcefully. 
CSR: Responds 
You: Cash these checks! 
CSR: Responds. 
You: ―Just cash the checks.  You tellers always talk too much.  Can‘t you just do your 
job. 
CSR should start adding checks.  S/he will find a mistake on a check. 
CSR: I‘m sorry sir (madam), this checking is missing some information and I cannot cash 
it. 
You: You‘re kidding! (scowling) .  OK, just cash the rest. 
CSR:  Should apologize again and continue cashing checks 
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APPENDIX O: Check Cashing 3 
Actor Script 
Check Cashing 3 
Enter the room.  Be professional throughout the entire transaction.  Be polite and act as 
you normally would when entering a bank. 
 
You: ―Hey! How is it going.‖ 
CSR: Responds 
You:  ―I would like to cash these checks please.‖ 
CSR: Responds. 
You: Respond to any comments the CSR makes in a professional courteous way. 
The CSR should respond with a total.  Agree with the total amount. 
CSR: ―How would you like your cash back.‖ 
You: ―Two $50s, four $20s, three $10s, three $5s and ten $1s.‖ 
CSR:  Should respond with that being $5.00 too much. 
You;‖ Oh, my mistake.  I am sorry.  You would think after all that math in college I could 
add money right! Thanks.‖ 
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APPENDIX P: Angry Check Cashing 3 
Actor Script 
Check Cashing 3(Angry) 
Enter the room.  Be in a hurry and keep a scowl on your face.  Be somewhat rude and act 
condescending.  Make it convincing, but do not take it too far so that you  provoke the 
CSR. 
 
You:  I need the checks cashed. 
CSR: Responds 
You:  Can you hurry?  I need to get out of here. 
CSR: Responds. 
You: Take the cash turn around promptly and leave. 
Once you are through with the transaction, time the CSR while s/he squeezes the 
handgrip.  Then give the CSR the survey and ask him/her to place it in the envelope when 
s/he is through. 
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APPENDIX Q: Check Cashing 4 
Actor Script 
Check Cashing 4 
Enter the room.  Be professional throughout the entire transaction.  Be polite and act as 
you normally would when entering a bank. 
 
You: ―Hey.  Getting ready to go on vacation and I need some money.  Could you cash 
these chacks for me?‖ Hand checks. 
CSR: Responds 
You:  ―I‘m really excited we are going to Hawaii ‖ 
CSR: Responds. 
You: Respond in a professional and courteous manner to comments made by the CSR. 
CSR Should ask how you want your money. 
You: ―I just need 4 $50.00 bills.  You can provide the rest how you want. Thanks. 
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APPENDIX R: Angry Check Cashing 4 
Actor Script 
Check Cashing 4 (Angry) 
Enter the room.  Be in a hurry and keep a scowl on your face.  Be somewhat rude and act 
condescending.  Make it convincing, but do not take it too far so that you  provoke the 
CSR. 
 
You: Why are you so happy? I need you to cash these checks? 
CSR: Responds 
You:  ―Here.‖ 
You: The CSR should respond with a total.  Agree with the total amount. 
CSR: ―How would you like your cash back.‖ 
You: ―Two $50s, four $20s, three $10s, three $5s and ten $1s.‖ 
CSR:  Should respond with that being $5.00 too much. 
You: ―You must have done your math wrong.  Of course two $50s, four $20s, three $10s, 
three $5s and ten $1s totals to $230.00.‖ 
CSR: Responds. 
You: ―You. Oh, whatever, give me the money, I need to go. 
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APPENDIX S: Script and Training Materials for Surface Acting 
Experimenter Script for Introduction and Training 
Surface Acting 
―Hi.  Thanks for taking part in this experiment.  We have been hired by First Bank to 
develop a customer service training simulation.  The bank would like for us to develop a 
training system that simulates actual customer service interactions with banking 
customers.  We need for you to play the part of a customer service representative.  ― 
 ―Today you will be completing tasks in a simulated work environment.  That is, you will 
be performing actual work duties with simulated materials.  It is very important that you 
immerse yourself in these tasks as fully as possible.  We need to make sure we provide 
the bank with the best possible results.  You have been randomly selected to simulate a 
customer service representative in a bank, First Bank, that is – Your number one bank!.  
Others have been randomly selected to play customers.‖ 
 ―Before we can begin the simulation, you must learn how to process common banking 
transactions that a customer service representative would handle.  You will learn how to 
cash checks today.  I will first show you how to complete the transaction and then you 
will practice cashing checks.‖ 
Check Cashing 
―Check cashing a common banking procedure.  Customers will enter the bank and 
approach you with anywhere from one to 20 or more checks to cash.  In order to cash 
these checks there are several steps you must follow.  (Demonstrate each step) 
1. Make sure all of the correct information is on the check. 
a. Does it have a date? 
b. Is the pay to the order line filled in correctly? 
c. Do the written amount and numerical amount match? 
i. If they don‘t technically the written amount is the accepted 
amount 
d. Is the check signed? 
e. Is the check endorsed? 
2. Sum all of the checks to get a total. 
a. Tell the customer the total (it could be more or less than the 
customer thought) 
3. Ask the customer how they want their money back. 
4. Remove the cash from the drawer counting as you remove it. 
5. Count the cash back placing each bill on the table as you count 
6. Place the checks in the bin on the left 
―Now let‘s practice check cashing.‖ 
 ―Now that you are proficient in handling banking transactions I must show you how to 
interact with customers.  At First Bank customers are king.  The bank wants all customers 
to not just be satisfied with their experience, the want their customers to rave about the 
experience.  You play a critical role in creating this raving customer.  First bank requires 
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all employees to exude a positive attitude.  You MUST SMILE at each and every 
customer and engage in the customer in friendly helpful service.  First Bank wants really 
happy customers and to have happy customers the bank believes its associates must 
display happiness!  There are times, however, when this will be difficult.  You will not 
want to display happiness, but you must.  There are some techniques that the bank has 
discovered that can help you display happiness.‖ 
―The bank has found that the best way to display happiness to all customers is to simply 
act happy.  If you just put a smile on your face act as though you are happy the customer 
will never know that you may not be happy.  So practice smiling and pretending to be 
happy while you complete this transaction.‖ (Randomly choose a transaction to complete 
with the faking actor) 
―You have now completed the training required to perform the work simulation.  In a 
minute you will interact with 4 different customers.  You must successfully complete all 
four transactions – the bank needs you to perform well in this simulation.  You must also 
remember to smile and be positive throughout the entire transaction.  This is very 
important! ― 
―You will probably be here for another half hour to forty-five minutes.  I hope you hadn‘t 
planned on getting out early!‖ 
―Before beginning the transactions I would like for you to complete this survey.  When 
you have finished please place the survey in this envelope.‖ (Give survey) 
―I would also like for you to squeeze this handgrip for as long as you want to.  Once you 
get to this point, you are no longer squeezing the grip (point out release point).‖ (Actor 
squeezes grip) 
―I will now leave the room and customers will start to come in.  After each customer you 
will complete a short survey and squeeze the handgrip.‖ 
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APPENDIX T: Script and Training Materials for Deep Acting 
Experimenter Script for Introduction and Training 
Deep Acting 
―Hi.  Thanks for taking part in this experiment.  We have been hired by First Bank to 
develop a customer service training simulation.  The bank would like for us to develop a 
training system that simulates actual customer service interactions with banking 
customers.  We need for you to play the part of a customer service representative.  ― 
 ―Today you will be completing tasks in a simulated work environment.  That is, you will 
be performing actual work duties with simulated materials.  It is very important that you 
immerse yourself in these tasks as fully as possible.  We need to make sure we provide 
the bank with the best possible results.  You have been randomly selected to simulate a 
customer service representative in a bank, First Bank, that is – Your number one bank!.  
Others have been randomly selected to play customers.‖ 
 ―Before we can begin the simulation, you must learn how to process common banking 
transactions that a customer service representative would handle.  You will learn how to 
cash checks today.  I will first show you how to complete the transaction and then you 
will practice cashing checks.‖ 
Check Cashing 
―Check cashing a common banking procedure.  Customers will enter the bank and 
approach you with anywhere from one to 20 or more checks to cash.  In order to cash 
these checks there are several steps you must follow.  (Demonstrate each step) 
1. Make sure all of the correct information is on the check. 
a. Does it have a date? 
b. Is the pay to the order line filled in correctly? 
c. Do the written amount and numerical amount match? 
i. If they don‘t technically the written amount is the accepted 
amount 
d. Is the check signed? 
e. Is the check endorsed? 
2. Sum all of the checks to get a total. 
a. Tell the customer the total (it could be more or less than the 
customer thought) 
3. Ask the customer how they want their money back. 
4. Remove the cash from the drawer counting as you remove it. 
5. Count the cash back placing each bill on the table as you count 
6. Place the checks in the bin on the left 
―Now let‘s practice check cashing.‖ 
 ―Now that you are proficient in handling banking transactions I must show you how to 
interact with customers.  At First Bank customers are king.  The bank wants all customers 
to not just be satisfied with their experience, the want their customers to rave about the 
experience.  You play a critical role in creating this raving customer.  First bank requires 
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all employees to exude a positive attitude.  You MUST SMILE at each and every 
customer and engage in the customer in friendly helpful service.  First Bank wants really 
happy customers and to have happy customers the bank believes its associates must 
display happiness!  There are times, however, when this will be difficult.  You will not 
want to display happiness , but you must.  There are some techniques that researchers 
have discovered that can help you display happiness.‖ 
―Researchers have found two techniques that can help you feel positive and happy when 
dealing with customers.‖ 
Cognitive reappraisal (Tell actor role playing) 
―When role playing do your best to place yourself in the customer‘s position.  Think 
about the type of customer service representative you like and be that person.  Really 
immerse yourself in this role play trying to be the positive customer service 
representative you would want.‖ 
―Now let‘s practice‖ – Randomly use sample transaction 
Attentional Deployment (Tell actor thinking on pat positive events) 
―Another method researchers have found is thinking on past positive events.  Take a 
second and think about an event that made you really happy.  Really live the event and 
experience the emotions you felt at the time.  Do these things as you interact with 
customers to help you become more positive and happy.‖ 
―Now let‘s practice‖ – Randomly use a sample transaction 
―You have now completed the training required to perform the work simulation.  In a 
minute you will interact with 4 different customers.  You must successfully complete all 
four transactions – the bank needs you to perform well in this simulation.  You must also 
remember to smile and be positive throughout the entire transaction.  This is very 
important! ― 
―You will probably be here for another half hour to forty-five minutes.  I hope you hadn‘t 
planned on getting out early!‖ 
―Before beginning the transactions I would like for you to complete this survey.  When 
you have finished please place the survey in this envelope.‖ (Give survey) 
―I would also like for you to squeeze this handgrip for as long as you want to.  Once you 
get to this point, you are no longer squeezing the grip (point out release point).‖ (Actor 
squeezes grip) 
―I will now leave the room and customers will start to come in.  After each customer you 
will complete a short survey and squeeze the handgrip.‖ 
―Oh, by the way, the bank recently discovered an error in its statement printing software.  
Some statements have been printing duplicate transactions.  The bank wishes for us to 
determine the effect this mistake had on the attitude of the bank‘s clients.  As such, you 
may see customers with this error in their statement.‖ 
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Figure 2. The main effect and interactional effects of acting method, time, and customer 
anger or dependent measures of ego depletion and performance. 
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Figure 3. Boxplot showing distribution of residuals predicting the handgrip measure of 
ego depletion. 
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